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ABSTRACT
Currently soldiers are being exposed a much higher number of improvised
explosive devices (IEDs) and the resulting shockwaves. These shockwaves can cause
traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) even without the occurrence of ballistic impact. The focus
of this research was to reduce the amount of shockwaves soldiers are exposed to by
inserting fibers and woven fabrics into a foam padding system. These fibers and fabrics
facilitate the dissipation of the shockwave energy before it is able to penetrate the
padding and cause TBIs.
The sound velocity of high-performance fibers, commodity fibers and woven
fabric was measured using a Dynamic Modulus Tester. There was a significant
difference between the sound velocities of the high-performance and commodity fibers.
The instrument was also used to investigate the effect of crimping, denier, twist and
multiple fiber system on the sound velocity. Tensile testing was conducted to find
mechanical properties and predict the sound velocity theoretically. The comparison of
the theoretical and experimental sound velocities showed small error. The acoustic
impedance of the fibers was also calculated.
The sound velocity of various viscoelastic foams was also measured which
showed certain foams would be more appropriate for the application at hand. Tensile
testing of reticulated foam was performed to find the Poisson’s ratio of the foams to
predict their behavior. The energy absorption of various foams (viscoelastic and
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reticulated) was observed by using an Indentation/Rebound Drop Test and damping
information. Optical images were obtained to visually evaluate the various foams.
Thermal and infrared spectroscopy analysis was done to help characterize the foams.
Two tests were developed to investigate the energy absorption properties of
fiber/foam composite padding systems. Various samples of foam with layers of woven
Kevlar® fabric were evaluated using a Helmet Drop Test and Rebound Drop Test. In
these tests rebound heights were related to the energy absorption of the samples. Using
this method differentiation between the energy absorption of foams was seen and the
behavior of viscoelastic and reticulated foams were observed. The effect of ball size and
shape was also observed.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 - Significance of the Research Problem
For most of history the biggest concern soldiers had during battle was avoiding
ballistic impact of bullets, shrapnel or any other high-velocity projectile. Only recently
did it come to attention that a significant amount of damage can be caused by nonballistic impact; namely from shockwaves propagating from nearby improvised
explosive devices (IEDs). Helmets and other body armor has been improved over the
years as better technology was developed to give better ballistic protection but
protection from shockwaves has never been a priority. However, in the recent wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan there have been more cases of traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) than
have ever been recorded before. As stated by Dr. Deborah Warden in the Journal of
Head Trauma Rehabilitation one explanation is that the improvements in ballistic armor
have been so significant that injuries people would have died from before are now not as
severe[1]. The soldiers remain alive and therefore we are seeing more long-term effects
that would not have been seen if they perished.
Also, the use of IEDs has greatly increased due to the ease and ability of
production and the high amount of damage they are capable of. In 2003 it was
estimated that there were approximately 10 million IEDs planted underground in Iraq[2].
It has also been estimated that currently 75% of deaths in Afghanistan are due to IEDs
which is an increase from 50% in 2007. According to the Joint IED Defeat Organization,
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estimates show that in the past two years between 40% and 60% of casualties in Iraq
have been caused by IEDs[3].
An important consequence of the large number of IEDs soldiers are being
confronted with is the subsequent increase in traumatic brain injuries. One cause of
TBIs is ballistic impact from bullets or other high-velocity projectiles. Until recently
projectile impact was seen as the main reason for brain injuries. However, the
appearance of TBIs in soldiers that were not exposed to ballistic impact has dramatically
risen with our conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq. This led to many inquiries as to the
nature of the injuries. It was found that shockwaves from explosive devices alone could
cause TBIs without any actual ballistic impact[4].
The number of cases of TBIs is so high from the Iraq war that is has been dubbed
the “signature wound” of the conflict[4]. The Walter Reed Army Medical Center in
Washington D.C. treated over 450 patients with TBIs in roughly a two year span from
2003 to 2005. According to Walter Reed records and medical staff it has been estimated
that about 59% of all soldiers admitted were diagnosed with a TBI of varying degree: of
these 44% are considered mild while 56% are either moderate or severe[5]. The
occurrence of TBIs is becoming a common ailment seen in veterans and is a long-term
problem that will have to be addressed and treated for possibly the rest of the victim’s
life. According to an article in Journal of Trauma Nursing it was estimated in 2000 that
the United States has to spend $60 million each year to take care of victims who have
received TBIs[6].
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1.2 - Description of Improvised Explosive Devices and Shockwaves
1.2.1 - Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs)
Improvised explosive devices (IEDs) are weapons which have been used in wars
for a long period of time. A simple definition describes them as any explosive device
which is produced by any means and used for bodily harm. The more stringent
definition that is used by the Department of Defense describes an IED as:
“A device placed or fabricated in an improvised manner incorporating destructive, lethal,
noxious, pyrotechnic, or incendiary chemicals and designed to destroy, incapacitate, harass, or
distract. It may incorporate military stores, but is normally devised from nonmilitary
components[7].”
Although IEDs have been used throughout history they have gained popularity
in the recent war in Iraq and are often used in terrorist attacks against the United
States[8]. This is due to the fact that they are not difficult to produce but are known to
cause a lot of destruction[9]. These two reasons alone are the main motivation as to the
increased use of IEDs, although the low cost of producing an IED is also an important
reason[10]. Currently IEDs are the biggest threat to soldiers located in both Iraq and
Afghanistan[11]. One reason why IEDs are so dangerous to soldiers is due to their very
nature; they are produced in a low technology, makeshift way and therefore can be
housed in random items. This makes them difficult to locate prior to detonation[9].
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The devices can be detonated in two main ways: by using a person willing to lose
his/her life while detonating the explosion or by placing the device in a specific area and
setting it off remotely when the time is optimal. Improvements in detonator technology
have decreased the number of suicide bombings but increased the ability to use remote
detonators. In addition to the detonator (where copper wire and cellular technology are
commonly used to transmit the detonation signal) other components that are needed to
make an IED are the initiator and explosive[9]. Figure 1.1 shows a diagram of an IED and
its components.

Figure 1.1: Schematic of the various components of an IED[12]
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All of these components are readily available in the war-stricken areas in which we are
currently fighting and can be assembled by hand into usable and dangerous IEDs[9]. It is
also possible to use an IED with biological or chemical warfare, although no records
have shown instances of this[13].
There are current initiatives being launched and developed to help locate and
immobilize IEDs before they are detonated and able to cause any destruction (in either
property or human form). These efforts are described as counter-IEDs (CIEDs) and a lot
of money and resources have been directed toward the initiatives. Knowing where IEDs
are located greatly increases the safety of the soldiers in the immediate area and
improves their ability to perform their respective jobs without being concerned about
surprise explosions[10]. During a Hearing before the Committee on Armed Services
within the House of Representatives it was mentioned that estimates show
approximately 40% to 60% of IEDs are now being found prior to the explosion occurring
due to the CIED efforts[14].
A large CIED initiative was launched in 2006 and $3.63 billion was allocated for
the effort. Even though it was started and conducted in 2006, progress was not seen
until July 2007 due to the in depth nature of the CIED. According to Commander John
Moulton of the U.S. Navy in the Military Review, once the initiative was completed
there was a significant decrease in the number of IED attacks; they reduced from 100 to
60 per day[9].
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1.2.2 - Shockwaves Caused by Improvised Explosive Devices
One of the reasons why IEDs are extremely dangerous is due to the shockwaves
that propagate from the detonation point. These shockwaves are caused by an extreme
increase in pressure in a short amount of time which spreads out over a large area at
high speeds[15, 16]. Shockwaves also result in an increase in temperature and density.
Thermodynamically, the wave system is irreversible and the total wave system nets a
loss in pressure[17]. To be defined as a shockwave, the wave must be moving faster than
the speed of sound, 340 m/s at sea level. It has been estimated that shockwaves travel at
a speed of at least 1,600 ft/s (490 m/s) from the detonation point[16].
Figure 1.2 shows a shockwave caused by a bullet moving faster than the speed of
sound. A shockwave can be described as occurring in two separate parts: the initial high
pressure as described before, and then a “secondary wind” when the displaced air
returns back to its normal position[18].

Figure 1.1: Shockwaves illustrated by a bullet
moving faster than the speed of sound[19]
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The large displacement of air due to the increase in pressure travels and carries
energy until the pressure is fully dissipated, which can occur a long distance from the
epicenter of the explosion. Estimates show that the pressure of a shockwave can reach
almost 1,000 times normal atmospheric pressure[18]. This high amount of energy can
greatly affect the objects that the shockwave comes in contact with. The wave will
eventually dissipate until it is simply a sound wave[15].
There is a difference between shockwaves and sound waves. Although both
propagate energy, sound waves only move at the speed of sound or below and
shockwaves travel faster than the speed of sound. Even more importantly, sound waves
travel and leave the medium they are moving through unaffected while shockwaves
cause a great disturbance through the area. A shockwave is also described as nonlinear
due to the discontinuous nature of the pressure increase[20].

1.3 - Traumatic Brain Injuries
The number of traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) has greatly increased in the conflict
in Iraq and Afghanistan. However, the occurrence of TBIs itself is not new; they have
been witnessed in previous military conflicts but not in the amount they are currently
being seen. In Iraq and Afghanistan approximately 59% of soldiers are diagnosed with a
TBI but a number as high as 20% was seen in Operation Desert Storm in the early
1990s[1,5]. The improvement in ballistic protection is one reason for the increase in TBIs
but even more relevant is the increased use of IEDs. More IEDs are being detonated
during battle and therefore soldiers are exposed to more explosions than in previous
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conflicts. According to Veterans Affairs director of physical medicine Barbara Sigford
veteran soldiers from Iraq and Afghanistan came in contact with 6 to 25 explosions
during their terms[4]. It was once discussed to remove soldiers from conflict situations
once they had come in contact with a specific number of explosions, but no regulation
was ever put into place. Scientists have been having difficulties deciding on exactly
what occurs in the brain during a TBI and therefore the ability to develop precautions
has been limited[4].

1.3.1 - Description of TBI
A TBI is a very general name for any type of injury that occurs within the head.
It usually occurs when an outside entity is able to disrupt the brain and its normal
patterns in such a way that the brain is not able to remain unharmed[6]. This type of
trauma is normally severe enough to cause lifelong problems.
Brain injuries can be divided into two separate groups: blast-induced traumatic
brain injuries (BTBI) and impact-induced traumatic brain injuries (ITBI). ITBIs occur
when an object physically comes in contact with the head and have been studied to
further understand the mechanism by which they occur. BTBIs are TBIs that are caused
by being near an explosion and occur without the head being struck. They have only
become a significant problem in recent years and therefore are not as well researched[21].
BTBIs can be further broken down into other categories based on how they occur.
Primary BTBIs are caused only by the extreme change in pressure from a shockwave
while secondary BTBIs are caused by an object that has been moved by the explosion
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striking a person. A tertiary BTBI is defined as a brain injury caused by a person shifting
due to an explosion and hitting a stationary object[1]. This thesis will address TBIs
formally defined as primary BTBIs and will be referred to as simply TBIs.
TBIs can also be divided into clinical categories that reflect the severity of the
injury. The least severe TBI is described as mild and refers to an injury which has a loss
or alteration of consciousness (LOC/AOC) of less than 30 minutes. A moderate TBI has
an LOC/AOC of between 30 minutes and 24 hours while a severe TBI has an LOC/AOC
of more than 24 hours[6].

1.3.2 - Proposed Mechanism of TBI
The mechanism by which a TBI occurs is a subject that has been researched
heavily in recently years due to the lack of understanding behind the injury. The
investigations have brought forth different possible traumas that could be occurring
inside the head during and following exposure to explosions. The most common
explanation attributes the injury to the rapid compression of organs in the body due to
the high pressure and high velocity shockwave[6].
However, finding out exactly what effect this compression has on the brain tissue
is more difficult. One investigation was conducted using a Lagrangian-Eulerian finite
code at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory which simulated a head being
exposed to an explosion. The head was represented by an ellipsoid which housed
viscoelastic brain material and cerebral fluid. The simulated explosion produced a
shockwave moving at 450 m/s and had a pressure of nearly double atmospheric
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pressure. This extreme pressure puts a force of approximately 80 G’s of acceleration on
the simulated head which causes the skulls to flex both inwardly and outwardly[21]. This
leads to ripples within the brain as illustrated in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.2: Blast TBI simulated using Lagrangian-Eulerian finite
code from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory which
shows ripples within the skull upon exposure to explosion[21]

Another study conducted by Dr. Amy Courtney and Dr. Michael Courtney
showed that the above mechanism (high pressure wave transmitted through the skull)
was indeed a possibility as to what occurs during an explosion, and also suggested an
alternative: blast waves transferred to the skull from the thoracic cavity. When a
shockwave comes in contact with the thorax it does not slow down enough to impede
the movement of the shockwave through the body. The wave continues to move and is
transmitted to the brain with enough pressure to still cause neural damage [22].
The effects of a TBI on the components of the brain have also been examined
from a medical/biological standpoint with the use of animal testing and were discussed
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in the American Association of Occupational Health Nurses. Rats were exposed to
explosion blasts and significant changes were seen in the hippocampus, both structural
and chemically. These changes included but were not limited to: increased cytoplasmic
vacuoles, formation of laminal body and increase in malondialdehyde and superoxide
dismutase[23].
With similar medical investigation, electroencephalograms (EEGs) were
conducted on people complaining of possible TBIs after being exposed to explosions and
abnormal brain activity was observed, such as dysfunction in the cortex[23]. However,
the nature of these injuries makes it possible that the effects will not be seen immediately
and diagnosis is delayed[24].

1.3.3 - Diagnosis, Symptoms and Treatment
Diagnosis of a TBI can be difficult based on the still confusing nature and lack of
understanding of the exact mechanism of the injury. However, if the person has an LOC
or AOC of at least 30 minutes then the injury should be visible using magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI)[6]. Some of the common symptoms of a mild TBI include headaches,
fatigue, difficulty sleeping and vision problems while symptoms of a moderate TBI
include forgetfulness, speech problems and decision-making issues[25,26]. Rehabilitation
can include treatment at a trauma center where a course of action is specific to the
patient and their situation. Treatment commonly involves sessions with a psychologist
and therapist along with possibly a neuropsychologist[6].
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1.4 - Helmet and Padding System Description
1.4.1 - Brief History of Helmet Models
1.4.1.1 - Early Development of Helmets
Various models of combat helmets have been used through the years and are
routinely updated as better technology and ballistic protection are achieved. Early
Greeks fashioned makeshift helmets out of bronze but they did not give the wearer
much room to view their surroundings[27]. Historically the first use of head protection
by the modern-day military occurred during World War I and was developed in France.
They were produced out of steel[28].
This led to the development of the M1-Helmet which was used for a significant
period of time and also was comprised of steel. The M1-Helmet did have an inner liner
to help provide more comfort and a better fit for the wearer; however, even with these
improvements the comfort and fit were still causing substantial issues with the model.
Other problems included lack of protection in key areas of the head and weight of the
helmet[27]. Steel helmets also did not provide an adequate amount of ballistic protection
to combat the velocity of projectiles they come in contact with[28].

1.4.1.2 - Development of PASGT Helmet
In the 1970s development on a new helmet model was conducted to try and
improve the problems seen in the M1-Helmet. The Personnel Armor System Ground
Troops (PASGT) helmet was produced. Unlike the M1-Helmet which was only
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manufactured in one size, the PASGT helmet came in five different sizes to
accommodate multiple head sizes and shapes. It covered and protected more of the
head and came with a suspension system which provided extra comfort and prevented
the shell from sitting directly on the wearer’s head[27,29].
The helmet shell was made of a para-aramid Kevlar® conjugate and provided
better ballistic protection than its steel predecessor. Kevlar® was chosen for use due to
its improved properties, most notably its high strength and toughness even when faced
with high velocity projectile impact[27].

1.4.1.3 - Development of ACH
Even with the improved performance of the PASGT helmet, another initiative
was launched in the late 1990s to create an even better helmet option. This led to the
production of the Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH) in 2003. The ACH has been slowly
replacing the PASGT helmet and was loosely based on the Modular Integrated
Communication Helmet (MICH) which is used by the Special Operations Force. Figure
1.4 shows each of the helmet models. The ACH weighs less than the PASGT helmet and
provides even better ballistic protection along with improved vision, the ability to attach
night vision goggles and other necessary attachments and improved head mobility.
Another improvement that was made which was well-received by the wearers was
better comfort[30].
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Figure 1.4: Four helmet models: a) M1-Helmet, b) PASGT
helmet, c) MICH, d) ACH[31,32]
The ACH design allowed the use of a padding suspension system. This provides
more comfort to the wearer than previously shown with the sling suspension system
used in the PASGT helmet[33]. Also, the upgrade to the ACH was based primarily on the
need for increased ballistic protection which was the high priority at the time of
development. The addition of the padding system was used to specifically increase
comfort and protection of the head from nearby blasts or explosions. With the sling
suspension the helmet sits directly on the wearer’s head which can cause injury while
the padding system leaves room between the helmet shell and the head. The use of the
padding suspension system has become important recently as the number of TBIs has
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dramatically risen[34]. Soldiers who are still using the PASGT helmet can replace the
sling suspensions with a padding suspension upgrade kit.

1.4.2 - Structural and Performance Specifications for Padding Suspension
Systems
There are many specifications that a helmet system needs to meet before it can be
approved for military use. Some of the specifications refer directly to the helmet shell or
other components and must be tested by the appropriate standards such as the
Department of Defense Specifications and the Department of Defense Standards. Other
non-governmental specifications can be found in American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM), American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists (AATCC),
Department of Transportation Federal Motor Vehicle Safety and other publications and
standards[35]. This section will focus on the specifications of the padding system and not
the rest of the helmet system.
The following are important structural aspects of the padding system that need to be
achieved:


Pad system must come in multiple pieces



Pads must be easy to connect and disconnect from the helmet to allow the wearer
to personalize for comfort



Normally contain one circular, two trapezoidal pads and four oval pads



Pads must be manufactured in two thicknesses: ¾ and 1 inch
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Pads need to serve three functions: inner fabric layer to come in contact with
wearer’s head and wick moisture, padding layer for comfort and protection, and
outer fabric layer to connect to the helmet



Padding must provide “standoff, comfort, protection and stability”



“Hook discs” are attached to the inside of the helmet with adhesive to create a
medium that the outer fabric layer can attach to



An adequate number of “hook discs” is necessary to allow pad movement to
personalize pad placement and at least ½ of the inside of the helmet shell must
be covered with discs



Each pad must have a permanent label of the pad thickness and other
manufacturing descriptions

The following performance specifications must also be achieved:


Outer fabric layer should be made of a material to connect to the inside of the
helmet shell and must have a certain peel strength (3.5 lbs/inch of width)



Padding material must have the ability to be compressed numerous times
without failing



Padding material cannot absorb liquid



“Hook discs” must be strong enough to not be easily removed from the inside of
the helmet shell and must have a certain peel strength (3.5 lbs/inch of width)



Pads cannot disconnect from helmet while conducting a buoyancy test



Inner and outer fabric layers must achieve certain colorfastness results
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Pads must exhibit integrity and show no structural reduction at temperatures of
-60°F and 130°F



Pads must also exhibit integrity and show no structural reduction at pressures at
sea level and 15,000 feet



Pads must not be compromised when subjected to vibrations

These must be met for the padding system to be approved for use[35]. Helmet testing is
done on the entire system as opposed to testing individual components.

1.4.3 - Helmet Padding Systems Currently on the Market
There are currently five different helmet padding systems that are in use by
soldiers: Oregon Aero® Ballistic Helmet Pads, SKYDEX® Military Ballistic Helmet Pads,
Zorbium™ Action Pads (ZAP) by Team Wendy, Mine Safety Appliances (MSA) Pad
Suspension and GENTEX Adjustable Pad Suspension. Each has passed the appropriate
military specifications to be available for use and possess different materials and desired
padding properties they sought to emphasize and improve.

1.4.3.1 - Oregon Aero® Ballistic Helmet Pads
The Oregon Aero® Ballistic Helmet Pads padding system are produced by
Oregon Aero, Inc. in Scappoose, Oregon. The company focuses on the intelligent use of
foams to make products safer and more comfortable for the user for a wide range of
applications. The padding is comprised of two different viscoelastic polyurethane
foams of different colors (blue and pink) and properties[36]. The foams used in Oregon
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Aero® padding are produced by EAR Specialty Composites: Aero Technologies (a 3M
company) and are named CONFOR® foams. The product names of the blue and pink
foams are CF-45 and CF-42 respectively. Figure 1.5 shows the cross-section of an
Oregon Aero® pad.

Figure 1.5: Cross-sectional view of Oregon Aero® padding[37]
The foams soften and become slightly more pliable with increased temperature
which gives the wearer increased comfort and helmet support. However, the foams also
show very high impact absorption even with this softening (reaching as high as 97% of
the impact). The combination of properties from both of the foams gives the Oregon
Aero® pads very good performance and also comfort. The stiffer, stronger CF-45 foam
has a tensile strength of 0.154 MPa and an indentation force deflection (ASTM D3574
Test B1 modified) of 34 N while the weaker CF-42 foam has a tensile strength of 0.125
MPa and an indentation force deflection of 26 N. Additional properties of the
CONFOR® foams are shown in Table A.2 in Appendix A[38]. The padding system also
gives good water resistance properties due to the proprietary coating which surrounds
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the CONFOR® foams. It was developed to have good air permeability but still be
moisture resistant. These characteristics are essential to keep the wearer cool but not
allow moisture to ruin the integrity and impact absorption of the foams. Increased
moisture retention also increases the weight of the padding which can cause
uncomfortable fit.
Oregon Aero® pads can be used in many different helmets including ACH,
PASGT, MICH and United States Marine Corp Lightweight Helmet (LWH). The pads
come in three different thicknesses to better fit the specific helmet the wearer is using
and increase comfort level: size 4 pads (½ inch thick), size 6 pads (¾ inch thick) and size
8 pads (1 inch thick). The Oregon Aero® padding system comes with seven pads: one
circular crown piece, two trapezoidal front and back pieces and four oval side pads[36, 39].
The configuration of these pads within the helmet is illustrated in Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6: Seven-piece Oregon Aero® Ballistic Helmet Pads
system configured in helmet[39]

1.4.3.2 - SKYDEX® Military Ballistic Helmet Pads
SKYDEX® Military Ballistic Helmet Pads are produced by SKYDEX®
Technologies, Inc based in Centennial, Colorado. The company focuses on developing
technology used to reduce impact and add cushioning to products in various fields of
study and in the beginning was used specifically for Nike athletic shoes[40].
SKYDEX® pads are comprised of four different material components, which are
shown in the padding cross-section in Figure 1.7. The stiffer layer closest to the helmet
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shell is referred to as the “hook and loop fabric layer[41].” This layer serves as a way to
attach the pad to the inside of the helmet and still keep the position of the pads
adjustable. The second layer is grey thermoplastic polyurethane and is the “impact
absorbing layer.” This layer has a unique geometrical design that is referred to as twinhemisphere[41]. The polyurethane hemispheres are chemically bonded together to
achieve a design which has the potential to absorb more force during impact and also
continue to perform well following a high number of subsequent impacts[42]. This design
is illustrated in Figure 1.8. The mostly-open geometry prevents the absorption of water
or perspiration to keep the padding lightweight[42].

Figure 1.7: Cross-sectional view of SKYDEX® padding[37]
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Figure 1.8: a) Twin-hemisphere structure before
impact; b) Twin-hemisphere structure displacing to
absorb force during impact[42]
The third layer is also polyurethane but is an open-celled reticulated foam
“comfort layer” used to increase the wearer’s comfort level and support. The opencelled structure is utilized in the padding system to reduce the amount of water that will
be absorbed, similar to the open geometry of the twin-hemisphere layer. The fourth and
final layer (closest to the wearer’s head) is a “moisture wicking fabric layer” designed to
direct and disperse perspiration and other liquids away from the wearer. This is done
using microfibers. The wicking should also reduce the collection of bacteria and fungi
and keep the wearer cool. The complete padding system was developed to be useful in
a wide range of temperature which soldiers could experience [42].
The SKYDEX® padding system can be used in ACH and PASGT helmets along
with the MICH and LWH. Like some of the other padding systems, the SKYDEX®
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system comes with seven pads; however, there are some slight geometric differences[42].
A SKYDEX® replacement padding system comes complete with seven separate pads:
one circular-shaped to be placed on the crown of the head, two square pads for the front
and back of the head and four small, rectangular pads to fill in the sides of the helmet all
of which are ¾ inch thick. These deviations in pad shape do not make a difference in the
placement of the pads inside the helmet[42].

1.4.3.3 - Zorbium™ Action Pads (ZAP)
The Zorbium™ Action Pads (ZAP) padding system was developed by Team
Wendy, LLC of Cleveland, OH. Team Wendy was a family business formed following
the death of family member Wendy who suffered a traumatic brain injury during a ski
accident and focuses specifically on helmets and corresponding helmet padding[43]. The
padding system is comprised of Zorbium™ viscoelastic polyurethane foam. The pads
are designed for maximum energy absorption and impact protection. The interior of
each pad contains two layers of foam of different stiffnesses and a cross-section of the
pads can be seen in Figure 1.9.

Figure 1.9: Cross-sectional view of ZAP™ padding[37]
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The ZAP padding system can not only be used with ACH but also with United
States Marine Corps Marine Lightweight Helmet (MLW) and the PASGT. Similar to the
SKYDEX® padding system, ZAP™ replacement padding sets come with seven separate
pads: one circular crown piece, two square front and back pads and four rectangular
side pads. They are placed in the same configuration as the SKYDEX® pads[44, 45].

1.4.3.4 - Mine Safety Appliances (MSA) Pad Suspension
The Mine Safety Appliances Pad Suspension system is produced by Mine Safety
Appliances (MSA) with headquarters in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and facilities
throughout the world. The company focuses their research and manufacturing on
products that will improve the safety of its wearer[46]. The MSA pad system has two
components: one layer of foam and one layer of an open-celled spacer fabric, as shown
in Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10: Cross-sectional view of MSA padding[37]

Mine Safety Appliances also produces helmet shells. The padding system is
distributed in helmet shells produced by MSA and are available in size 6 (¾ inch thick)
and size 8 (1 inch thick). Similar to Oregon Aero® pads the suspension system has
seven pieces: one circular crown pad, two trapezoidal front and back pads and four oval
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side pads. The arrangement of the pads inside the helmet may vary depending on the
wearer and how they feel comfortable. The four oval side pads can either be used in a
vertical or horizontal configuration[47]. These are illustrated in Figure 1.11.

Figure 1.11: Schematic of MSA padding system in both
vertical and horizontal configurations[47]

1.4.3.5 - GENTEX Adjustable Pad Suspension
The GENTEX Adjustable Padding System is produced by GENTEX Corporation
whose headquarters are located in Simpson, Pennsylvania with multiple facilities
located across the United States. GENTEX Corporation focuses their efforts on making
products which are used for various aspects of protection, such as parts for respiratory
systems and military goggles[48]. Each piece of GENTEX padding is comprised of three
pieces of the same type of foam. Having multiple layers of the same material allows the
wearer to decide the thickness of pad that achieves the highest comfort level by either
adding or removing a layer. Figure 1.12 shows the padding layers.
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The GENTEX padding system is used for ACH, LWH and PASGT helmet and
unlike the other systems it comes in sets of either eight or ten pads. The sets of eight
pads fits in helmet sizes small, medium and large while ten pads are needed to
comfortably fill an extra large helmet. The eight pad system is shown in Figure 1.13.
Instead of one circular crown pad the GENTEX system has two semi-circles and as
opposed to separate front, back and side geometries it comes with six small trapezoidal
pads to arrange as the wearer sees fit. The ten pad system has two extra trapezoidal
pads to fill extra room in the larger helmet[49].

Figure 1.12: View of GENTEX padding showing
two layers of foam[37]

Figure 1.13: Eight-piece GENTEX
padding system for use in small,
medium or large helmets[49]

1.5 - Fiber-Reinforced Composites
There are many applications for which materials are needed that encompass a
wide range of properties that can be difficult to find in just one type of material. In these
cases where multiple properties are necessary composite materials are used.
Composites are defined as materials which are comprised of at least two separate
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components being used together. Specifically, one of the requirements to be considered
a composite material is that the materials included have to have distinctly different
properties. By putting materials together that have such different properties it is
anticipated that the resulting material exhibit positive properties from both materials.
To be considered a phase within a composite the material must make up at least 5% of
the total volume[50].
The phase that is found in the highest proportion continuously through the
materials is identified as the matrix of the composite. Other materials (termed
reinforcements) are then added to the matrix to improve the material’s performance.
The reinforcement phase can be found in either particle or fiber form and the fibers can
be described as either continuous (long fibers) or discontinuous (short fibers). Both
continuous and discontinuous fibers can be inserted in a specific orientation to
maximize the performance properties if that is desired for the material application[50].
Figure 1.14 shows a schematic of various types of fiber-reinforced composites. Fiberreinforced composites show anisotropic qualities due to their inherent heterogeneous
nature[51].
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Figure 1.14: Schematic of continuous aligned fiberreinforced composite, discontinuous (short fiber)
aligned fiber-reinforced composite and
discontinuous (short fiber) random orientation
fiber-reinforced composite[52]
High-performance materials are necessary to provide adequate ballistic
protection for use in military apparel and other items. Fiber-reinforced composites have
shown the appropriate properties to render them a good choice for this application.
High ballistic protection can be achieved by adding high-performance fibers such as
Kevlar®, Dyneema® or Zylon® in either their fiber form or after being woven into a
fabric[53].

1.5.1 - Characteristics that Affect the Relevant Properties of Composites
Studies have been conducted to investigate the energy absorption and other
properties (such as compressive strength) of fiber-reinforced composites. These
properties are pertinent to the development and analysis of helmet padding systems.
One showed that anisotropy and fiber fraction within the composite greatly affect the
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compressive strength of the material[51]. Another study which focused specifically on the
energy absorption behavior of the composite confirmed that fiber fraction has a large
impact on the results along with other variables such as fiber diameter and other
properties specific to the matrix and fiber[54,55]. By increasing the fiber fraction and fiber
diameter a subsequent increase was seen in the energy absorption[54].

1.5.2 - Energy Absorption of Fiber-Reinforced Composites
Investigating the energy absorption in fiber-reinforced composites is commonly
done with a single-fiber pull-out method. In this test the “critical embedded fiber
length” is evaluated and described as the fiber length where the pull-out load is roughly
equal to the load needed to fracture the fiber[56]. A study was done at the Bangladesh
University of Engineering and Technology using this test method to predict an energy
absorption model for short fiber-reinforced composites. The experimental system was
done using short Kevlar® fibers with lengths of 1mm, 3mm, 5mm and 7mm in a
polyester matrix. Through various evaluations the following equations were derived for
the energy absorption[56]:

(Equation 1.1)
where:
Lf = length of fiber
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Lc = critical embedded fiber length
Wc = energy absorbed by the composite
σf = strength of the fiber
Vf = fiber volume fraction
A = shape parameter
Wm = energy absorbed by the matrix
δ = fracture deformation
Equations and definitions of variables were published in the Journal of Materials
Processing Technology[56]. Estimations that were given with the use of Equation 1.1 were
compared to results done by experimentation and the values were similar. It was also
shown experimentally that the longer fibers were able to absorb more energy as
compared to shorter fibers[56]. These results are shown in Figure 1.15.

Figure 1.15: Energy absorption results of fiber-reinforced composite with fibers of
1mm, 3mm, 5mm and 7mm. Solid lines show results using formulated equation and
symbols show experimental results[56]
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Another study was conducted at the Enikolopov Institute of Synthetic Polymer
Materials at the Russian Academy of Sciences to observe the energy dissipation which
occurs when a shockwave travels through a fiber in a woven material. Eventually the
fiber breaks and energy is dissipated which can be partially attributed to the presence of
friction in the material. Through the experiment it was discovered that if a substantial
number of fibers are broken/pulled out of the fabric the energy from a shockwave can be
absorbed[57].

1.5.3 - Examples of Uses of Fiber-Reinforced Composites for Energy
Absorption
There have been other situations which have deemed fiber-reinforced composites
necessary to achieve the desired energy absorption properties but different materials
were used in the fiber phase. At the Army Research Laboratory glass fiber-reinforced
composites were observed in energy impact resistance situations to further understand
the behavior of the fiber-matrix interactions and positive results were shown using the
information discovered during the investigation[58]. According to Amjad J. Aref and
Woo-Young Jung in the Journal of Structural Engineering, polymer matrix composites
show good energy absorption properties when exposed to seismic vibrations and are
being considered as an alternative to steel walls[59]. Carbon fiber-reinforced composites
are currently being explored as a possible material for use in energy absorbing
components in automobiles[60].
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Tables listing the foams, helmet padding samples, and fibers used during
research can be found in Appendix A.

2.1 - Tensile Testing of Materials
2.1.1 - Tensile Testing of Foams for Poisson’s Ratio
Tensile testing was performed on rectangular samples of Polinazell 45 and 60 (45
PPI and 60 PPI) using an Instron 1125 in tension mode with the C load cell. The samples
were elongated at rates of 30 mm/min, 40 mm/min and 50 mm/min and were stopped
before failure and breakage occurred. When the load was removed the samples
returned to their original shape. During extension the sample was paused at various
times (every 15 to 30 mm) to measure the changing three axes (length, width and
thickness of the sample). Figure 2.1 shows the samples with axes labeled. The length
was defined as Axis 1, the width as Axis 2, and the thickness as Axis 3 for the
measurements. The length was always measured for the entire sample. Due to the fact
that the width and thickness vary through the sample when it is being stretched (as
shown in Figure 2.2), width and thickness measurements were taken at two points along
the sample. These two measurements are shown as a dotted and dashed line. The data
from tensile testing were used to calculate the Poisson’s ratio for the reticulated foam
samples to further classify the behavior of the foam when compressive and tensile forces
are acting on it.
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Width
(Axis 2)

Length
(Axis 1)

Thickness
(Axis 3)

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the sample
shape during extension and the two
points of measurements taken

Figure 2.1: Definition of axes and
measurements during tensile testing

2.1.2 - Tensile Testing of Fibers
Tensile testing was conducted on various fibers to investigate their stress – strain
behavior using an Instron 1125. Testing was performed according to the ASTM D2256 02 Tensile Properties of Yarns by the Single Strand Method in both straight and knotted
form with the C load cell[61]. For the straight form tensile testing, each fiber sample was
clamped in the Instron load cell with the gauges 250mm apart. The fibers were drawn
until breakage occurred. This was repeated 10 times for each fiber type[61].
Fibers were then tested in a knotted form. A “U” shaped knot was formed in
each fiber sample prior to testing. Figure 2.3 shows the configuration of a “U” shaped
knot. The tensile testing was repeated in the same manner as the straight fiber
samples[61]. The Bluehill 2 software was used to create load – elongation plots and
determine the Young’s modulus, elongation and breaking strength[61].
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of a) how to
construct a “U” shaped knot and b)
the finished “U” shaped knot used
in knotted tensile testing fiber
samples[61]

2.2 - Indentation/Rebound Drop Test
An Indentation/Rebound Drop Test was developed to physically show force
being transferred through various foam padding mediums. A layer of Play-Doh brand
modeling compound was placed onto the table and was smoothed out to ensure an even
surface for accurate measurements. Foam padding test samples were placed on top of
the Play-Doh and a lead ball the same weight as a bullet was dropped from a height of
61 cm (2 feet). A ruler was also attached to the back of the test apparatus and was used
to observe and record how high the rebound height of the lead ball was. A video was
taken of each trial to ensure correct measurement of the rebound height. The
indentation drop test apparatus is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of drop test to investigate the
indentation and rebound height of a lead ball
Padding samples were assembled by first cutting the desired foam into ¼ in
thicknesses and a size of 3 in x 2 ¼ in. Figure 2.5 shows the method by which the foams
were cut. Two ¼ in brackets were drilled into a table and the foam was placed in
between them. Weight was placed on top of the foam and a razorblade was slid on top
of the brackets to create ¼ in foam layers. Kevlar® woven fabric was incorporated in
various samples and was ultrasonically cut to prevent fraying of the sample ends, as
shown in Figure 2.6. The cutting was done using a SonoBond instrument. The samples
were then assembled and sealed tightly within a thin plastic layer. The samples were
coated in Plasti-Dip® spray-on coating. This synthetic rubber layer creates an air-tight,
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weatherproof coating[62]. White Plasti-Dip® was chosen so the samples could be labeled
on the coating with permanent marker. Figure 2.7 shows a finished padding sample.

Figure 2.5: Method used to cut ¼ inch layers of foam for
Indentation/Rebound Drop Test

Figure 2.7: Sample
Indentation/Rebound Drop Test
padding sample

Figure 2.6: SonoBond instrument used to
ultrasonically cut the edges of woven
Kevlar® fabric
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2.3 - Helmet Drop Test
A Helmet Drop Test was developed to observe the behavior of a pad sample
when exposed to impact that could result in energy being transferred through the
sample. An Advanced Combat Helmet was hung upside down from a drop apparatus
and a pad sample was placed inside the crown of the helmet. A tennis ball was placed
on top of the pad sample with a small layer of tape connecting the two. The pad
placement inside the helmet is shown in Figure 2.8. The drop test apparatus is shown in
Figure 2.9.
The helmet was held at a height of 61 cm (2 feet) and checked to ensure that it
was level before each trial. A measuring scale was made and posted behind the helmet
apparatus. The helmet and pad sample were dropped from its stationary height of 61
cm and upon impact with the floor the tennis ball inside the helmet rebounds into the
air. Each helmet drop trial was video recorded and playback was used to determine the
maximum height the tennis ball reached by comparing the height of the ball to the
measuring scale behind the apparatus. Helmets were dropped three or five times to
determine the number of drops necessary to reduce the standard deviation between
samples. Following analysis of the data it was determined that five drops would reduce
this deviation.
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Figure 2.8: Pad sample and tennis ball
placement inside an Advanced Combat
Helmet for Helmet Drop Testing

Figure 2.9: Schematic of apparatus used for
Helmet Drop Test to investigate rebound
height of a tennis ball upon impact
Individual components of the padding samples were prepared similarly to
samples made for the Indentation/Rebound Drop Test. Foam samples were cut to ¼ in
thick pieces of 3 in x 2 ¼ in size using the same method as illustrated above. Three
layers of foam were used for each sample to reach a final thickness of ¾ in. Kevlar®
woven samples were ultrasonically cut using a SonoBond instrument while fibers were
simply cut to fit the desired size and layered between foam layers. Each layer of the
samples were sprayed with 3M Hi-Strength 90 Spray Adhesive and the samples were
assembled. A weight of 5 kg was placed on the samples for 18 hours to ensure adhesive
bonding between layers. A layer of Velcro was also adhesively attached to one side of
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the samples. After the weight was removed the samples were allowed to decompress to
their original state for at least four hours before they were tested. Figure 2.8 shows a
finished padding sample.

Figure 2.10: Sample Helmet Drop Test
padding sample

2.4 - Dynamic Modulus Testing
2.4.1 - Dynamic Modulus Testing of Fibers
A Dynamic Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R (Lawson – Hemphill, Inc.) was used
to experimentally determine the sound velocity of various fibers. The instrument and
fiber test setup are shown in Figure 2.11. These fibers, their suppliers and descriptions
can be found in Table A.4 in the Appendix. Fiber samples of at least 30 cm in length
were necessary for use in the apparatus. The fiber was loaded into the instrument by
clamping one end and winding the fiber through a series of wheels and two “V” shaped
crystal tip transducers attached to the fiber scanner transducers. The fiber creates a 15°
angle with the crystal transducer tips, as illustrated in Figure 2.12[63]. The free end of the
fiber was placed over a final wheel and a small weight was clamped onto the fibers to
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maintain a taut configuration. A 10.0 gram weight was used for smaller denier fibers
while a 30.0 gram weight was necessary for higher denier fibers (above 900 denier) to
remain stretched tightly.

Figure 2.11: Sample fiber setup on the Lawson – Hemphill,
Inc. Dynamic Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R

Figure 2.12: Schematic of Dynamic Modulus
Tester and the correct fiber placement in the
instrument illustrating the suggested 15° angle[63]
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The two crystal transducer tips began at a distance of 20.0 cm apart. Once the
instrument was turned on the Threshold knob was rotated until a time (in
microseconds) was shown on the screen. This time shows how long it takes a vibration
to originate at one transducer and reach the second one (traveling 20.0 cm). Once the
time stabilized, it was recorded. The transducers were then moved to a distance of 19.0
cm apart and the time was recorded again after waiting five seconds. This was repeated
until a 10.0 cm distance was reached, giving 11 data points per fiber sample. This data
was then used to create a graph of the distance between the transducers vs. the time it
took the vibration to pass between them. The slope of the data line is the speed of the
vibration through the fiber. This procedure was done 5 times for each fiber type to
achieve more reliable results.

2.4.2 - Dynamic Modulus Testing of Foams
The Dynamic Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R was also used to examine the
dynamic modulus of foam samples. In order for the samples to fit within the “V”
shaped crystal transducers, they first were cut to have a long, thin rectangular shape.
The samples were approximately 30 cm long with a 4 mm by 4 mm square cross-section.
To create good contact between the sample and the transducer, the sample was rotated
90° (creating a diamond shape rather than a square) and placed in the transducer. This
sample configuration is shown in Figure 2.13. The foams that were evaluated were CF47 EAR, CF-45 EAR and CF-42 EAR. The samples were loaded into the instrument and
a 30.0 gram weight was clamped to the end. The sample setup is shown in Figure 2.14.
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Data readings were taken at distances of 20.0 cm to 10.0 cm, producing 11 data points.
The data points were plotted to find the speed of vibration through the foam. The
procedure was repeated three times for each foam type.

Figure 2.13: Side view of
a foam sample placed in
the “V” shaped crystal
transducer

Figure 2.14: Foam sample loaded into the Dynamic
Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R instrument with the
transducers 10.0 cm apart

2.4.3 - Dynamic Modulus Testing of Woven Fabrics
The Dynamic Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R was also used to try and examine
the dynamic modulus of woven fabrics. For the fabric to be able to fit in the “V” shaped
crystals to come in contact with the transducers it first must be folded. This folded
region was placed in transducer as illustrated in Figure 2.15. A 30.0 gram weight was
clamped to the end of the fabric to maintain tight contact with the transducers. Data
points were plotted to evaluate the speed of vibration through the woven fabric. This
procedure was done for two different woven Kevlar® fabrics which are described in
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Table A.1 of the Appendix. Fibers were also removed from the fabrics and tested
separately according to the fiber testing procedure.

Figure 2.15: Side view of a woven
fabric sample placed in the crystal
transducer

2.4.4 - Dynamic Modulus Testing of Fiber/Foam Composite
The Dynamic Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R was also used to evaluate the
dynamic modulus of a fiber/foam composite system to see if the instrument was capable
of examining composite structures. Both a fiber and foam sample were placed between
the “V” shaped crystal transducers in a configuration illustrated in Figure 2.16. A 30.0
gram weight was clamped to the end of the foam test sample while a 10.0 gram weight
was clamped to the fiber sample. The time/distance data was plotted to examine speed
of vibration measurements of the fiber/foam composite system.
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Figure 2.16: Side view of a
fiber/foam composite sample
placed in the crystal transducer

2.5 - Optical Microscopy
Optical images were taken of foam samples using a VWR Vistavision optical
microscope with a ProgRes® C12 Plus Jeneptik camera with ProgRes® CapturePro 2.0
computer software. Foam samples were cut with a razorblade to have a thickness of 1 –
2 mm to allow for some light to pass through the pores for an improved image. Images
were taken of CF-47 EAR (green), CF-45 EAR (blue), CF-42 EAR (pink), CF-40 (yellow),
Polinazell 10, Polinazell 45, Polinazell 60 and SAF 65180. Images were taken of each
foam type at magnifications of 2.5x and 25x, with the exception of Polinazell 10 where
the pores were too large to take an image at 25x.

2.6 - Thermal Analysis
2.6.1 - Thermogravimetric Analysis
Thermogravimentric analysis (TGA) was used to investigate the thermal
degradation behavior of the foam samples. The sample pan was cleaned by placing it
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over a torch to remove any leftover material from previous runs. The pan was loaded
into the Hi-Res TGA 2950 Thermogravimetric Analyzer and the weight was tared. A
sample of foam was cut with a razor and placed into the sample pan, loaded into the
TGA and weighed. The weight was recorded and the sample was purged with nitrogen
gas for 10 minutes. Following the purge each sample was raised from room temperature
(approximately 20° - 25°C) to 600°C at a ramp speed of 20°C/min. The data were
evaluated using TA instruments Universal Analysis 2000 software.

2.6.2 - Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Samples were evaluated using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) to
observe transition temperatures and thermal behavior of foams. It is essential to run
TGA prior to DSC to know the degradation temperature and to not exceed this
temperature while running DSC on the sample. Each foam sample was cut with a razor
and weighed to reach a desired weight of approximately 4.0 mg and clamped inside a
sample pan and lid. The samples were loaded into the DSC Q1000 and run from 25°C to
250°C at a speed of 20°C/min. The data was analyzed using Universal Analysis 2000
software.

2.7 - Infrared Spectroscopy
Attenuated Total Reflection infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) was used to
investigate the composition and functional groups present in different foam types. A
Nicolet Magna-IR™ Spectrometer 550 was used. Samples of various foams were cut to
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be approximately 1.0 – 2.0 mm thick and loaded into the instrument by placing the
sample on the diamond window and closing the top tightly to create good contact
between the window and the sample. The sample was then removed and the blank scan
was done with no sample to create a background for comparison. Table 2.1 shows the
instrumental scan conditions.
The absorbance vs. wavenumber (cm-1) data was analyzed with OMNIC
software. The data was first corrected to reflect that it was collected on an ATR
instrument and then the baseline was corrected and flattened. The peaks were analyzed
and compared to libraries within the software to match the spectrum to an already
identified material.
Table 2.1: Attenuated Total Reflectance
Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-IR) sample scan
instrumental conditions
ATR-IR Scan Conditions
Number of sample scans
Number of background
scans
Resolution
Sample gain
Mirror velocity
Aperture

16
16
4.000
4.0
0.6329
100.00
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION – FIBER AND WOVEN FABRIC
3.1 - Definition of Research Problem and Proposed Solution
The high incidence of soldiers returning from war with extensive TBIs due to
exposure to shockwaves has led to an increase in interest in improving the combat
helmets. The shell of an ACH primarily serves as ballistic protection for the soldier and
does not provide much protection against the onslaught of high-pressure shockwaves.
For this reason modifications to the padding system have been introduced as a possible
venue by which to dissipate shockwaves before they are able to cause damage to the
soldier’s head and brain.
The foams which comprise most of the padding systems currently being used are
usually isotropic in nature, meaning they exhibit the same properties (both in type and
magnitude) in all directions within the material[64]. However, there are some materials
that inherently show different properties depending on the direction being examined.
These materials are said to be anisotropic[65]. It has been observed that an isotropic
material can start to exhibit anisotropic properties when other materials are added to the
system. This effect has been experimentally seen following the addition of fibers to
rubber or other polymer systems[66].
The primary focus of this research is to effectively make combat helmet foam
padding systems exhibit anisotropic properties in order to dissipate shockwaves by
adding fibers or woven fabric to the polymer foam. Figure 3.1 shows a two-dimensional
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schematic of the of the combat helmet/pad system. In this system the z-axis has been
defined as the vertical axis from the pad. The x- and y-axis are defined as moving
horizontally from the pad.

Figure 3.1: Two-dimensional schematic of the padding system as
related to the helmet shell and soldier’s head to define direction
axes of the system
In order to achieve anisotropic behavior within the foam padding, fibers and
woven materials have been added to the system. Shockwaves migrate through the
helmet shell and padding in the z-direction and eventually come in contact with the
soldier’s head. The goal for the addition of the fiber and woven material are to increase
shockwave energy dissipation in the x- and y-axis before the energy has an opportunity
to reach the head. The fibers and woven fabrics were positioned in a network in the x-y
plane, as can be seen in the three-dimensional schematic in Figure 3.2.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.2: Three-dimensional schematic diagram of an anisotropic padding
system following the insertion of a) a matrix of fibers in the x-y plane and b)
layer of woven fabric in the x-y plane

3.2 – Relevant Material Properties
A property that can give great insight into the structure of the material is the
velocity of sound through the material, sometimes referred to in relation to the sonic
modulus. The velocity of sound can be examined in a non-destructive manner with a
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Dynamic Modulus Tester instrument which makes it an easy and effective property to
observe[67].
The sound velocity of a material is greatly affected by structure of the material.
For instance, the percent crystallinity can be a big factor in the determination of the
sound velocity. If the material is below its glass transition temperature (Tg) the percent
crystallinity does not greatly affect the sound velocity, but if the material is above its Tg
then the crystallinity must be taken into account because it will affect the results[68].
There is a much higher correlation between the sound velocity and the orientation of the
material[69,70]. It has been shown that the sound velocity of a material corresponds more
to the elastic sections of the material than the plastically deformed areas[70]. Chain
stiffness, presence of rotatable bonds and temperature also affect the sound velocity[71,72].
Another property that can be useful in material evaluation is the acoustic
impedance. The acoustic impedance of a fiber or material is related to both the sound
velocity of the material and also the density of the material[73]. Equation 3.1 shows the
relationship between the variables.
𝑍 = 𝜌𝑐

(Equation 3.1)

In this equation Z is the acoustic impedance in grams/(cm2 ∙ sec), ρ is density in
grams/cm3 and c is the sound velocity in cm/sec[73].
Although the sound velocity is the property of interest for the purpose of
dissipating shockwaves, it also affects the ballistic properties of the material, namely the
V50 ballistic limit[74]. The V50 ballistic limit refers to the velocity at which 50% of the
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projectiles penetrate the material in question upon impact[75]. As discussed by Cunniff in
multiple analyses, the V50 ballistic limit is a function of many material characteristics
shown in Equation 3.2 below[75,76].
𝑉50 = 𝑓

𝜎𝜀
2𝜌

𝐴

, 𝑐 , 𝑚𝑃 , 𝐴𝑑
𝑝

(Equation 3.2)
where:
σ = ultimate tensile strength (fiber)
ε = ultimate tensile strain (fiber)
ρ = density (fiber)
c = velocity of sound (fiber)
Ap = presented area (projectile)
Mp = mass (projectile)
Ad = areal density (armor panel)
This equation and variables were defined in an article by Thomas Godfrey et al. from the
US Army Natick Soldier Research Development & Engineering Center[75,76].

3.3 - Sound Velocity of Fibers
The sound velocity of multiple fibers was evaluated using a Dynamic
Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R. Each trial of the Dynamic Modulus Tester gives eleven
data points with measurements of a) distance the vibration travels through the material
and b) the time it takes the vibration to travel that distance. The eleven data points are
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graphed with time on the x-axis and distance on the y-axis and a linear trendline is fit to
the data points. The slope of the line is the speed of sound and the R2 value shows the
correlation between the points. An R2 value of 1 shows perfect correlation between the
data points and values close to 1 are desired. Figure 3.3 shows one trial of sample sound
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Time (μs)
Figure 3.3: Sample sound velocity data points from one trial of 200
denier polypropylene as measured by Dynamic Modulus Tester DMT
PPM-5R
Once the fibers were arranged into place in the Dynamic Modulus Tester a
weight was clamped to the end of the fiber to maintain tension throughout the fiber. A
10.0 gram weight was used for fibers of less than 900 denier while a 30.0 gram weight
was used for fibers of 900 denier or higher. It is important to keep the same tension in
the fibers during testing so data can be compared across different trials. The amount of
tension in the fiber can affect the sound velocity. A fiber with higher tension allows the
vibrations to move more quickly, giving a higher sound velocity[77].
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Five trials were done for each fiber type to ensure accuracy within the
measurements. In most cases all five trials were similar and gave a small standard
deviation. Table 3.1 shows an example of the sound velocity data found in five trials of
polypropylene.
Table 3.1: Sample sound velocity data from five trials of 200
denier polypropylene as measured by Dynamic Modulus
Tester DMT PPM-5R
Trial
Sound Velocity
(km/s)
1
1.94
2
2.07
3
1.95
4
2.10
5
1.91
Average
1.99
Standard Deviation
0.085

3.3.1 - Sound Velocity of High-Performance Fibers
Sound velocity data were recorded for various high-performance fibers, such as
Dyneema®, Innegra™ S, Kevlar®, Vectran™ and Zylon®. Information about these
fibers can be found in Table A.4 in Appendix A. All data were taken when humidity
was between 70% and 71% and the temperature was between 69.8°F and 70.8°F. The
average sound velocity values of the five trials are shown in Figure 3.4. Among the
high-performance fibers, carbon fiber showed the highest sound velocity (9.67 ± 0.859
km/s) while Innegra™ S was significantly lower than the other fibers (4.78 ± 0.126 km/s).
The other fibers showed very little difference in values, especially when deviation was
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taken into account. Total data for each of the high-performance fiber trials can be found
in Table B.1 in Appendix B.

Sound Velocity (km/s)
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2
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7.70
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7.62
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7.68
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Poly - X

Vectran™

Zylon®

0
Carbon

Dyneema® Innegra™ S Kevlar®
(200 den)

Figure 3.4: Sound velocity data from the eight different high-performance fibers as
measured by Dynamic Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R

3.3.2 - Sound Velocity of Commodity Fibers
Sound velocity data was also taken for everyday, commodity fibers such as
nylon 6.6 and various types of polypropylene. Information about these fibers can be
found in Table A.4 in Appendix A. All of the data was recorded in conditions of 70%
humidity and 70.1°F and average sound velocity values are shown in Figure 3.5. Values
range from 1.51 ± 0.0635 km/s (Nylon 6 CCP) and 1.99 ± 0.0860 km/s (200 denier
polypropylene). There wasn’t a significant difference between each of the commodity
fibers, but there is a large different between the commodity and high-performance
fibers. Innegra™ S has a much lower sound velocity than the other high-performance
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fibers but still has a sound velocity of two to three times higher than the commodity
fibers. Total data for all trials of the commodity fibers is located in Table B.2 in
Appendix B.

Sound Velocity (km/s)
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0.5
0
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PET

Figure 3.5: Sound velocity data from the six different commodity fibers as measured
by Dynamic Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R

3.3.4 - Sound Velocity of Different Denier Fibers
In order to fully understand the limitations of the Dynamic Modulus Tester it
was necessary to perform various types of trials to understand the data that would be
received during the experiments. For instance, it has been stated that the denier (i.e. the
cross-sectional area) of the fiber does not affect the sound velocity of the fiber76.
Therefore, trials using a fiber of a certain denier should match trials of the same fiber of a
different denier. To investigate the validity of this claim, a sample of 500 denier Zylon®
and 250 denier Zylon® was evaluated. The results of the five trials of each are shown in
Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of sound velocity of 500 denier and 250
denier Zylon® fiber as measured by Dynamic Modulus Tester
DMT PPM-5R

Zylon®
Trial 1 (km/s)
Trial 2 (km/s)
Trial 3 (km/s)
Trial 4 (km/s)
Trial 5 (km/s)
Average ± Standard
deviation (km/s)

500 denier
8.29
7.91
8.81
8.14
8.60
8.35 ± 0.361

250 denier
8.11
8.15
8.08
7.77
8.02
8.03 ± 0.148

The average values of the 500 denier Zylon® and 250 denier Zylon® were 8.35 km/s and
8.03 km/s respectively, but when the standard deviation is taken into account the two
values overlap and are not significantly different.
The same type of investigation was done using Dyneema® fiber to further
understand the effect of denier on the sound velocity data. In this case, 220 denier
Dyneema® and 110 denier Dyneema® were evaluated. The data is shown in Table 3.3.
The average values for 220 denier Dyneema® and 110 denier Dyneema® were 7.69 km/s
and 7.43 km/s respectively. Again, once the standard deviation was taken into account
the values were not significantly different.
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Table 3.3: Sound velocity comparison of 220 denier and 110
denier Dyneema® fiber as measured by Dynamic Modulus
Tester DMT PPM-5R

Dyneema®
Trial 1 (km/s)
Trial 2 (km/s)
Trial 3 (km/s)
Trial 4 (km/s)
Trial 5 (km/s)
Average ± Standard
deviation (km/s)

220 denier
7.93
7.73
8.33
6.14
8.33
7.69 ± 0.908

110 denier
7.11
7.91
6.94
7.49
7.71
7.43 ± 0.403

The results of both of these evaluations agree with the literature that states that sound
velocity of a fiber is not affected by the denier of the fiber.

3.3.5 - Sound Velocity of Twisted Fibers
Another way to investigate the limitations of the Dynamic Modulus Tester is to
fully understand the sound velocity measurements of twisted fibers. It was unclear
whether the vibrations would travel along the fiber and follow the twist or simply take
the quickest path. To investigate this trials were done using plain Vectran™ fiber and
then highly twisted Vectran™ fiber. The average sound velocity values can be found in
Figure 3.6. The values for the regular Vectran™ and twisted Vectran™ were 7.68 km/s
and 7.77 km/s respectively which were not significantly different. This evaluation
shows that twist within a fiber does not affect the sound velocity as measured by the
Dynamic Modulus Tester.
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Sound Velocity (km/s)
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Figure 3.6: Sound velocity data of Vectran™
and twisted Vectran™ as measured by
Dynamic Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R

3.3.6 - Sound Velocity of Multiple Fiber Systems
Once it had been shown that an untwisted fiber and a twisted fiber of the same
type did not show a difference in sound velocity, it was questioned what the results
would show if two different types of fibers were twisted together. This was investigated
using polypropylene and Vectran™. Five trials were done on polypropylene, Vectran™,
and a sample of both fibers twisted together. The results are shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Sound velocity data of 200 denier polypropylene, 400 denier
Vectran™ and a sample of polypropylene and Vectran™ twisted together as
measured by Dynamic Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R
The value of the twisted fibers (5.75 km/s) fell in between the values of polypropylene
and Vectran™ (1.99 km/s and 7.68 km/s), but falls much closer to the value of Vectran™
than polypropylene. This is due to the fact that the denier of both of the fibers is not
equal; therefore the ratio of fiber within the system is not equal. Equation 3.3 can be
used to predict the sound velocity of the multiple fiber system.
𝑐𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = 𝑥𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 1 ∙ 𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 1 + 𝑥𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 2 ∙ 𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 2 + …
where:
𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 1
𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚

xfiber1 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

= fraction of fiber 1

cfiber1 = sound velocity of fiber 1
𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 2
𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚

xfiber2 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

= fraction of fiber 2

cfiber2 = sound velocity of fiber 2
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(Equation 3.3)

In this system, the polypropylene is 200 denier while the Vectran™ is 400 denier,
making the total 600 denier.
𝑐𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = 𝑥𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 1 ∙ 𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 1 + 𝑥𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 2 ∙ 𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 2
csystem =

200 𝑑𝑒𝑛
600 𝑑𝑒𝑛

∙ 1.99 𝑘𝑚/𝑠 +

400 𝑑𝑒𝑛
600 𝑑𝑒𝑛

∙ (7.68 𝑘𝑚/𝑠)

csystem = 5.78 km/s
This predicted value of the Vectran™/polypropylene twisted fiber system (5.78 km/s) is
very close to the value found using the Dynamic Modulus Tester (5.75 km/s). This
shows the equation is a good predictor for the multiple fiber system.
The multiple fiber system was explored with another combination of fibers for a
better comparison. This examination was done using Nylon 6.6 and Zylon®. The sound
velocity results are shown in Figure 3.8. As with the other twisted fiber system trial, the
sound velocity of the twisted fibers (6.15 km/s) falls between the sound velocities of the

Sound Velocity (km/s)

two non-twisted fibers (1.66 km/s and 8.35 km/s).
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

1.66

6.15

8.35

Nylon 6.6

Twisted
Zylon®/Nylon 6.6

Zylon®

Figure 3.8: Sound velocity data of 140 denier nylon 6.6, 500 denier
Zylon® and a sample of nylon 6.6 and Zylon® twisted together
as measured by Dynamic Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R
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Taking into account the different denier of the fibers (140 denier nylon 6.6 and 500
denier Zylon®) Equation 3.3 can be used to predict the sound velocity of the system.
Using the equation the predicted sound velocity data for the multiple fiber system is 6.88
km/s, which is slightly different than the measured 6.15 km/s. The predicted value was
not as precise for these trials as with the previous investigation with
Vectran™/polypropylene but it still gives a good predictor for what the sound velocity
of the multiple fiber system will be.

3.4 - Sound Velocity of Woven Kevlar®
Along with various fibers, the addition of woven Kevlar® fabric into the helmet
padding system was investigated. Two different types of woven Kevlar® were used.
Information about the fabric can be found in Table A.1 in Appendix A. They were made
by the same company but have different basis weights. Though the setup for the
Dynamic Modulus Tester is typically used for fibers, the woven Kevlar® was folded and
put into the instrument as described in the Experimental Procedure. As with the fibers,
five trials were done for each type of woven Kevlar®. The trials were done in conditions
ranging from 71% to 77% humidity and 70.0°F to 72.3°F. The sound velocity data is
shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Comparison of sound velocity between 428 g/m2
basis weight woven Kevlar® and 70.0 g/m2 basis weight
woven Kevlar® as measured by Dynamic Modulus Tester
DMT PPM-5R
Type
Sound Velocity
(km/s)
2
428 g/m basis weight
2.92 ± 0.112
Kevlar®
70.0 g/m2 basis weight
6.33 ± 0.572
Kevlar®
The 70.0 g/m2 basis weight woven Kevlar® was shown to have double the sound
velocity as the 428 g/m2 basis weight Kevlar®. The higher basis weight Kevlar® has
thicker fibers woven together which increases the path that the vibrations need to take,
thereby decreasing the sound velocity. This is shown in Figure 3.9.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.9: Schematic of a) 428 g/m2 basis weight woven
Kevlar® fabric and b) 70.0 g/m2 basis weight woven Kevlar®
fabric. The higher basis weight gives more distance for the
vibrations to be required to travel to result in slower sound
velocity.
The lower basis weight woven Kevlar® subsequently has a higher sound velocity
because the path the vibrations take is shorter.
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Fibers from the woven Kevlar® were removed and also investigated on the
Dynamic Modulus Tester. The data is shown in Figure 3.5. These trials returned
different results from the plain Kevlar® fibers tested with the other high-performance
fibers. The difference is due to the fact that the Kevlar® fibers removed from the woven
fabric retained their crimped structure. The crimping results in a lower sound velocity
compared to the non-crimped fiber. The fiber from the 70.0 g/m2 basis weight fabric is
only somewhat lower than the non-crimped fiber (7.22 km/s vs 7.62 km/s) due to the fact
that the crimping is very slight on the fibers. The crimping is substantial on the 428 g/m2
basis weight Kevlar® fibers which decreases the sound velocity to about half the noncrimped value (3.30 km/s vs 7.62 km/s).
Table 3.5: Comparison of sound velocity between fibers from
428 g/m2 basis weight woven Kevlar® and fibers from 70.0
g/m2 basis weight woven Kevlar® as measured by Dynamic
Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R
Type
Sound Velocity
(km/s)
2
Fiber from 428 g/m basis
3.30 ± 0.559
weight Kevlar®
Fiber from 70.0 g/m2
7.22 ± 0.706
basis weight Kevlar®

3.5 - Tensile Testing of Fibers
3.5.1 - Mechanical Properties
The mechanical properties of various fibers were evaluated by doing tensile
testing according to ASTM D2256 – 02 Tensile Properties of Yarns by the Single Strand
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Method[61]. The percent elongation, breaking strength and Young’s modulus of elasticity
were found for both unknotted and knotted fibers. For the ASTM standard 10 runs
must be performed on each fiber. The average measurements from the tensile testing
can be found in Table 3.6 while the individual run data can be found in Appendix C.
Table 3.6: Tensile testing data of various fibers as measured on Instron 1125
Ductility
(%)
Dyneema®
Innegra™ S
Kevlar®

3.77

4530

63.3

Knotted

2.82

3030

71.3

Unknotted

9.61

362

11.9

Knotted

6.69

281

11.5

Unknotted

7.05

2840

69.9

Knotted

2.94

768

83.9

171.96

279

2.05

54.46

263

1.68

Unknotted

5.62

4230

75.6

Knotted

3.10

2660

72.3

Unknotted

5.62

5010

138

Knotted

2.46

2940

139

Knotted

Zylon®

Modulus
(GPa)

Unknotted

Polypropylene Unknotted
Vectran™

Breaking
Strength (MPa)

The results were consistent with the conditions that they were examined. The
knotted fiber samples showed a decrease in ductility because they could not extend as
much before the fiber failed due to the stress concentrator caused by knotting the fiber.
The breaking strength also decreased in the knotted fiber for the same reason. The
modulus of elasticity is not affected by the addition of a knot.
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3.5.2 - Evaluation of Sound Velocity from Modulus of Elasticity
The sound velocity of a fiber is not considered a mechanical property but it can
be related to the Young’s modulus of the fiber[68]. This relationship is shown in Equation
3.4.
𝑐=

𝐸
𝜌

(Equation 3.4)

In this equation c is sound velocity, E is Young’s modulus or modulus of elasticity and ρ
is the fiber density.
An experiment was done the US Army Natick Soldier Research and
Development & Engineering Center to compare the measured sound velocity values to
measured sound velocity from a Dynamic Modulus Tester. Polypropylene bicomponent tape, polypropylene silt fence tape, polypropylene filament and Kevlar®
were all investigated. Each of the polypropylene materials had a much higher measured
sound velocity than the value calculated with Equation 3.4 (from 18%-46%)[76]. The
Kevlar® sample however only had a slightly higher measured value than calculated
value (5%)[76].
The tensile testing that was conducted provided Young’s modulus values that
were used to calculate the sound velocity of the fibers. The density values that were
used for calculation can be found in Table 3.7.
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Table 3.7: Densities of polymer fibers
Density
(g/cm3)

Fiber Type
Carbon[78]

1.79

Dyneema®[79]

0.97

Innegra™ S[80]

0.84

Kevlar®[81]

1.44

Poly – X

1.3

Polypropylene

0.90

Vectran™[82]

1.4

Zylon®[83]

1.54

The density and Young’s modulus values were used to calculate theoretical sound
velocity values which can be compared to the measured sound velocity data from the
Dynamic Modulus Tester. These values and their differences are located in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8: Comparison of sound velocity as measured by Dynamic
Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R and sound velocity as calculated using
Young’s Modulus from tensile testing
Sound Velocity
Measured
(km/s)

Sound Velocity
Calculated
(km/s)

Difference

Dyneema®

7.70

8.05

4.5%

Innegra™ S

4.78

3.70

29%

Kevlar®

7.62

6.70

14%

Polypropylene

1.99

1.50

33%

Vectran™

7.68

7.35

4.5%

Zylon®

8.35

9.48

12%

Unlike the experiment done at Natick, not every single measured value was higher than
the calculated values. Only four of the six fibers evaluated had higher measured values.
The percentage error was calculated using Equation 3.5.
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%𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

𝑐 𝑚𝑒𝑎 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 −𝑐 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑐 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

∙ 100%

(Equation 3.5)

One possible reason for error between the sound velocity values occurs during
the measurement of the Young’s modulus. The area of the fiber must be calculated from
the denier to convert the Young’s modulus to GPa. In order to do so, the fiber is
estimated to be one solid fiber instead of a multi-filament fiber. This estimation could
introduce error into the Young’s modulus value.
A reason for the high error percentage of the polypropylene fibers is due to the
Young’s modulus value that was used for calculation. Due to the high ductility and low
breaking strength of the polypropylene fibers in order to find an accurate Young’s
modulus value a high strain rate must be used during tensile testing. The value found
in Table 3.6 was evaluated at a low strain rate and is not indicative of an accurate value.

3.6 - Acoustic Impedance of Fibers
After finding the sound velocity of desired fibers investigation can be taken one
step further to evaluate the acoustic impedance of the fibers. A high impedance value is
desired for sound or energy absorption applications[84]. The acoustic impedance is
calculated using Equation 3.1, by using the sound velocity and density of fibers. The
density values used to make the calculations can be found in Table 3.7. Only the highperformance fibers were evaluated to compare the acoustic impedance. These values
vary more than the sound velocity data because the fibers have densities ranging from
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0.84 g/cm3 (Innegra™ S) to 1.79 g/cm3 (carbon fiber). The acoustic impedance data for
the high-performance fibers can be found in Figure 3.10.
2
Acoustic Impedance
(106 g/(cm2∙sec)

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

1.69

0.746

0.401

1.10

1.17

1.01

1.08

1.29

Kevlar®
(200 den)

Kevlar®
(1500 den)

Poly - X

Vectran™

Zylon®

0
Carbon

Dyneema® Innegra™ S

Figure 3.10: Acoustic impedance data from eight different high-performance fibers as
calculated using density and sound velocity measured by Dynamic Modulus Tester
DMT PPM-5R
Like the sound velocity measurements, carbon fiber and Innegra™ S stand out as
the obvious high and low acoustic impedance values with 1.69 ∙ 106 g/(cm2∙sec) and 0.401
∙ 106 g/(cm2∙sec). Dyneema® and Poly-X have the second and third lowest acoustic
impedance compared to the other high-performance fibers while Zylon® has the second
highest.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - FOAM
4.1 - Background Information about Foam
Most foam is produced and processed out of polymers. In order to create the
cellular structure the polymer is soaked in certain conditions (temperature and
pressure). Then a rapid change is introduced into the system in the form of a
temperature or pressure fluctuation from the equilibrium conditions. This causes the
gas trapped inside the polymer to withdraw from the system, thus leaving open cells
within the structure. Depending on the process used to remove the gas from the foam,
the cell walls may or may not stay intact[85]. Open-celled, reticulated structures can be
formed along with closed-cell structures. Properties of foam vary depending on the
surrounding conditions. For instance, a foam under compressive stress will exhibit
different properties than a non-compressed foam[86].
Polyurethane foams are commonly used in applications where sound or energy
absorption are necessary attributes[87]. Polyurethane foams also have a relatively low
thermal conductivity and are useful in situations where high temperature conditions can
be found[88]. Figure 4.1 shows the general structure of polyurethane. Some foams are
classified as having viscoelastic behavior. This refers to the fact that the behavior of the
foam “depends not only on the present state of loading, but also the previous states[89].”
The creep behavior of viscoelastic foam appears similar to a plastic deformation, but the
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foam will return to its original shape after the force is removed[86]. Viscoelastic foams are
often referred to as memory foams.

Figure 4.1: General structure of polyurethane

4.2 - Sound Velocity of Foam
The sound velocity of various viscoelastic foams was measured using a Dynamic
Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R. Similar to measuring the sound velocity of fibers, each
trial resulted in eleven data points measuring the distance the vibration traveled
through the foam and the corresponding time it takes the vibration to travel that
distance. Figure 4.2 shows sample data from one sound velocity trial of CF-47 EAR

Distance (cm)

viscoelastic foam.
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10

y = 0.041x - 0.8572
R² = 0.999

200

300

400

500

600

Time (μs)
Figure 4.2: Sample sound velocity data points from one trial of CF-47
EAR foam as measured by Dynamic Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R
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The viscoelastic foam samples were cut and placed in the instrument and five
trials were done for each foam type. Three foams were evaluated: CF-47 EAR
(CONFOR®), CF-45 EAR (CONFOR®) and CF-42 EAR (CONFOR®). Information about
each of these foams can be found in Table A.2 in Appendix A. While each foam is
viscoelastic, they all have different tensile strengths, compressive sets and elongations.
The foams do have the same recorded density, but the differences in the other properties
show that there is a significant structural difference between the foams. The sound
velocity measurements for the EAR foams are shown in Table 4.1 and were measured in
conditions of 63% to 71% humidity and 70.5°F and 70.8°F.
Table 4.1: Comparison of sound velocity of CF-47 EAR, CF-45 EAR
and CF-42 EAR foams as measured by Dynamic Modulus Tester
DMT PPM-5R
CF-47
CF-45
CF-42
Trial 1 (m/s)
401
283
258
Trial 2 (m/s)
506
345
219
Trial 3 (m/s)
405
303
251
Trial 4 (m/s)
410
325
233
Trial 5 (m/s)
391
299
228
Average ±
422 ± 47.3 311 ± 24.1 238 ± 16.2
Standard Deviation (m/s)

There was a difference seen between all three of the viscoelastic foams; the CF-47
EAR had a sound velocity of 422 m/s, the CF-45 EAR was 311 m/s and the CF-42 EAR
was 238 m/s. The CF-47 EAR foam showed the highest sound velocity and also has the
highest tensile strength but the lowest compression set and ductility. The CF-42 EAR
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foam had the lowest sound velocity but the lowest tensile strength. However, it does
have the highest compression set and elongation.
The variation in sound velocities between fibers and foam is substantial, as
evidenced by the order of magnitude difference between the measurements. Even a
comparison between the foam with the highest sound velocity (CF-47 EAR with 422 m/s)
and the fiber with the lowest sound velocity (Nylon 6 CCP with 1.51 km/s) shows a
difference in sound velocity of 1.09 km/s. This is evidence that the inclusion of fibers
into the foam padding system would add an enhanced vibration channeling material.
The foams were able to be cut into appropriate sample sizes to be measured due
to their closed-cell structures. Other foam samples (such as Regicell or Polinazell) were
not able to be tested for sound velocity because their reticulated, open-cell structure did
not allow for them to be cut into the necessary sample size for evaluation.

4.3 - Poisson’s Ratio of Foam
Tensile testing was done in order to help characterize the mechanical behavior of
the foams in the situations they may be exposed to, whether it be compression due to the
pressure increase from a shockwave or compression due to the soldier’s head coming in
contact with the helmet pad. One of the most important properties to evaluate to help
predict the foam behavior is the Poisson’s ratio. The Poisson’s ratio of a material is
defined as:
𝜀

𝜈 = − 𝜀𝑥

𝑦
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(Equation 4.1)

where εx is the strain in x-direction and εy is the strain in the y-direction. Ultimately the
Poisson’s ratio shows the effect tensile or compressive force has on the material[90]. If the
sample has a tensile force placed upon it, the y-axis of the material gets larger. It is the
behavior of the x-axis that defines whether the Poisson’s ratio will be a negative or
positive number. If the x-axis gets smaller, the εx value is negative while the εy value is
positive. This results in a positive Poisson’s ratio. On the other hand, if the x-axis also
gets larger the εx and εy are both positive this results in a negative Poisson’s ratio.
Materials with isotropic behavior have a Poisson’s ratio ranging between -1 to
0.5 and most polymers range between 0.33 and 0.5[91]. Recently there have been specially
designed foams to have a negative Poisson’s ratio for certain applications. These foams
show much different behavior than a foam with a positive Poisson’s ratio[92]. Tensile
testing was done on Polinazell 45 reticulated foam to evaluate the Poisson’s ratio.
Additional information about Polinazell 45 can be found in Table A.1 in Appendix A.
The results of the tensile testing are shown in Table 4.2. The full tables of tensile testing
data are in Appendix D.
Table 4.2: Poisson’s ratio of Polinazell 45 as calculated by measurements
from Instron 1125
Rate of Extension
Poisson’s Ratio of
Poisson’s Ratio of
(mm/min)
Point 1
Point 2
30
0.439 ± 0.0672
0.427 ± 0.0572
40
0.305 ± 0.0983
0.305 ± 0.0983
50
0.375 ± 0.0386
0.334 ± 0.0569
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The Poisson’s ratio measurements were found to be between 0.305 to 0.439,
which falls within the range for polymeric materials stated previously. This shows that
the foams being used in the helmet padding samples will behave like normal polymeric
foams instead of negative Poisson’s ratio foams.

4.4 - Indentation/Rebound Drop Test
4.4.1 - Indentation Measurements
One test that was developed for this project involves dropping a lead ball onto a
foam padding sample. The padding sample was placed on top of Play-Doh brand
modeling clay and the indentation left on the Play-Doh when the ball was dropped was
measured. The indentation data for multiple foam types are shown in Figure 4.3.
Details about each of the foam types can be found in Table A.1 and A.2 in Appendix A.
AF2512
HME 7
Polinazell 60
Polinazell 45
CF-40
CF-42
CF-45
CF-47
SAF 65180
SAF 60120
SAF 6060
0

0.1
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0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Depth of Indentation (mm)

Figure 4.3: Depth of indentation of various foams measured following the
Indentation/Rebound Drop Test
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1

The theory behind this Indentation/Rebound Drop Test is that energy is
transferred from the falling lead ball into the padding sample. The pad absorbs the
energy and disperses it throughout the pad. Any energy that is not dispersed by the
pad sample creates an indentation in the Play-Doh. With this logic the foams that
showed no indentation would be ideal for use in the helmet padding system. The
reticulated, open-cell foams showed a much larger indentation depth than closed-cell
viscoelastic foams. For instance, AF2512 and Polinazell 45 and 60 all showed
indentation depths of at least 0.6 mm. On the other hand, the stronger viscoelastic
foams such as CF-47 EAR, CF-45 EAR and CF-42 EAR showed no indentation.
Foams with a closed cell structure have interconnecting cells throughout the
foam, allowing for vibrations and energy to travel through the foam without
interruption. The open-cell, reticulated foams are much less connected and therefore the
vibrations and energy have a longer path to travel through the foam. This results in less
energy being dissipated through the system than with a closed-cell structure.

4.4.2 - Rebound Height Measurements
Along with the indentation measurements during the Indentation/Rebound
Drop Test, the rebound height of the lead ball was recorded. The rebound height data
for various foam types is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Height of ball rebound of various foam samples measured during the
Indentation/Rebound Drop Test

The analysis of the rebound height data is similar to the analysis of the
indentation depth. Energy is transferred from the lead ball into the padding sample
upon impact. Part of the energy is absorbed into the foam and what is not absorbed is
transferred back into the lead ball which leads to the rebound. A comparison of the
rebound heights shows which foams absorbed the most energy. The results were
comparable to the indentation measurements. The open-cell foams such as HME 7 and
Polinazell 45 and 60 showed the highest rebound height while closed-cell foams such as
CF-40 EAR, CF-42 EAR and CF-45 EAR had the lowest rebound height.

4.5 - Damping of Viscoelastic Foams
Damping can be described as the ability of a material to reduce vibrations while
they are penetrating the material[93]. This is an important characteristic to investigate
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when energy dissipation is a goal of the development of a material or product. The
dampening of vibrations through a material is a form of energy absorption. For
applications such as reducing the shockwave penetration through helmet padding, high
damping foams are ideal. Foams with viscoelastic characteristics show a higher
magnitude of damping than open-celled reticulated foams[94]. Layering viscoelastic
foams of different damping characteristics has been shown to increase the energy
dissipation of the composite material[95].
Outside laboratory investigations were done to explore the properties CF-47
EAR, CF-45 EAR, CF-42 EAR and CF-40 EAR foams, including various damping
properties. The tests were done according to ASTM D3574. One test that was conducted
was Test B1: Indentation Force Deflection at 22°C and 50% relative humidity[96]. The
force needed to achieve 25% compression with the 12” x 12” x 2” foam sample was
recorded[97]. Figure 4.5 shows the force values for the four foam samples.
50

Force (N)

40
30
20
10
0
CF-47

CF-45

CF-42

CF-40

Figure 4.5: Indentation Force Deflection (test B1) force values for CF-47
EAR, CF-45 EAR, CF-42 EAR and CF-40 EAR foams[97]. Data was taken for
25% compression at 22°C and 50% relative humidity[97].
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CF-47 EAR foam shows the highest force necessary to reach 25% compression while CF40 has the lowest force[97]. For this application, foam samples with high force values are
desired because they correspond to high damping properties.
Another ASTM D3574 test conducted was Test D: Constant Deflection
Compression Set Test[96]. The original sample thicknesses were measured and then the
sample was compressed to 25% and 50%. The sample and compressing apparatus were
placed in 70°C oven for 22 hours. They were removed from the oven and the
compressing apparatus was removed from the sample. After allowing the sample to
rest for 30 to 40 minutes the final sample thickness was measured[96,97]. The compression
set percentages were calculated using this following equation[96]:
𝐶𝑡 =

𝑡0 − 𝑡𝑓
𝑡0

× 100%

where Ct = the compression set percentage
t0 = original thickness of foam sample
tf = final thickness of foam sample
The compression set percentage values are show in Figure 4.6.
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(Equation 4.2)

3

Compression Set (%)
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Figure 4.6: Constant Deflection Compression Set Test (test D) percentage
values for CF-47 EAR, CF-45 EAR, CF-42 EAR and CF-40 EAR foams[97].
Data was taken for 25% and 50% compression.
Compression set values can also be related to damping properties. Low compression set
percentage values correspond to high foam recovery following the removal of the
compressing apparatus. Therefore materials with low compression percentage values
show high damping properties and would be appropriate for such applications. These
test results show that CF-47 EAR and CF-45 EAR have low compression set percentages
for both 25% and 50% compression and would be good selections for energy dissipation
applications.

4.6 - Optical Images of Foams
In order to visually observe the open- and closed-cell nature of the foam samples
it was necessary to capture optical images of the foams. Figure 4.7 shows optical images
of five different closed-cell, viscoelastic foams: CF-40 EAR, CF-42 EAR, CF-45 EAR, CF-
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47 EAR and SAF65180. These images were captured at 2.5x magnification and the scale
bars represent 400 μm. The images confirm that there are still cell walls in each of the
viscoelastic foams. The cell walls can also be seen in images of the foams taken at 25x
magnification. These images are located in Table E.1 in Appendix E.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.7: Images taken by optical microscopy at 2.5x magnification of
viscoelastic foams a) CF-40 EAR, b) CF-42 EAR, c) CF-45 EAR, d) CF-47
EAR and e) SAF65180. Scale bars represent 400 μm.
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Optical images of various open-cell, reticulated foams were also captured:
Regicell 10, Polinazell 45 and Polinazell 60. The images taken at 2.5x magnification are
shown in Figure 4.8. The scale bars represent 400 μm. The images give visual
confirmation to the open-cell structure of the foams. These images also show the
variation in pore sizes between foam types. The number following the name of each
foam refers to the number of pores per inch within the foam. The difference in pore size
can easily be seen in the 2.5x magnification images. The open-cell structure can also be
seen in 25x magnification images located in Table E.2 in Appendix E. There is no image
of Regicell 10 at 25x magnification because the pores are too big to capture an image at
the high magnification.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.8: Images taken by optical microscopy at 2.5x magnification of
reticulated foams a) Regicell 10, b) Polinazell 45 and c) Polinazell 60. Scale
bars represent 400 μm.

4.7 - Thermal Analysis of Foams
4.7.1 - Thermogravimetric Analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a characterization tool that helps determine
the thermal profile of a material[98]. TGA can give information on the degradation
behavior of the material, including how much of the material will degrade and the
temperature at which the degradation will occur[99]. Various foams were characterized
using TGA to determine part of their thermal profile.
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During evaluation of the various EAR foams some interesting results were seen.
While the CF-47 EAR, CF-45 EAR and CF-40 EAR showed very similar degradation
patterns, the sample of CF-42 was drastically different. The sample of CF-42 had
roughly 95% degradation beginning at 200°C as compared to 80% for the other samples
beginning at closer to 250°. The sample of CF-42 that was tested was received in a
shipment in 2006. In order to investigate whether the test was an anomaly or the
degradation profile of the CF-42 is indeed different from the other EAR foams, TGA was
then conducted on a sample of CF-42 from a shipment received in 2003. The
degradation profile of the sample received in 2003 was almost identical to the profiles
seen in the other EAR foams. Figure 4.9 shows the TGA spectra of CF-42 EAR from both
2003 and 2007 to illustrate the large difference between them. It is unsure the cause of
this deviation in profile, though one option may be a change in formulation at the
production company.
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Figure 4.9: Thermogravimetric analysis spectra of CF-42 EAR from two different
production batches (2003 and 2006). Scans were done from room temperature
to 600°C at a ramp speed of 20°C/min.

All four of the EAR viscoelastic foams are produced by the same company. To
compare the degradation profile of those foams to a viscoelastic foam from a different
company, a sample of SAF65180 was investigated using TGA. This showed a different
degradation profile than the EAR foams, showing more similarities to the 2006 sample of
CF-42. Figure 4.10 shows the TGA spectra of all four EAR foams and SAF65180.
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Figure 4.10: Thermogravimetric analysis spectra of CF-47 EAR, CF-45 EAR, CF-42
EAR, CF-40 EAR and SAF65180. Scans were done from room temperature to 600°C
at a ramp speed of 20°C/min.

The EAR samples showed roughly 80% degradation with degradation beginning
at approximately 250°C. The sample of SAF65180 had 96.25% degradation beginning at
closer to 150°C. The SAF65180 also shows multiple plateaus in the spectrum which
indicates that there may be multiple materials degrading at different times.
A sample of an open-celled, reticulated foam was also evaluated using TGA to
compare with the viscoelastic samples. The TGA spectrum of Polinazell 45 is shown in
Figure 4.11.
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Polinazell 45 begins degrading at approximately 200°C and has close to 99%
degradation. As seen in the SAF65180 sample there is a plateau in the curve that
indicates multiple materials degrading.

Figure 4.11: Thermogravimetric analysis spectra of Polinazell 45. Scans were
done from room temperature to 600°C at a ramp speed of 20°C/min.
The components of the helmet are required to maintain integrity in temperatures
from -60°F to 130°F35. The lowest temperature at which degradation begins occurring
with these foam samples is 200°C (392°F). Any of these foams would maintain their
integrity at the predicted high temperatures reached inside the helmet.

4.7.2 - Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed on various foams to add
to the thermal profile already begun with the information gathered from TGA. The DSC
spectra can give information on thermal properties such as glass transition temperature
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(Tg), crystallization temperature (Tc), melting temperature (Tm), and heat capacity[100,101].
The degradation temperature of the foams found in TGA helps dictate the upper limit
temperature the DSC can be run to with that particular foam. The DSC should not be
heated to past the degradation temperature of the material to preserve the DSC
instrument.
The foams were run to a temperature of 250°C at a speed of 20°C/min. Figure
4.12 shows the DSC spectra of CF-47 EAR, CF-45 EAR, CF-42 EAR, CF-40 EAR,
SAF65180 and Polinazell 45. It appears that the EAR foams may be starting to form a
transition peak near 250°C, but it is hard to characterize the behavior without seeing the
rest of the spectra at temperatures higher than 250°C. However, the foams cannot be
evaluated above 250°C because that is when the samples begin to degrade. There is no
Tg seen on the spectra. This is due to the fact that the Tg of polyurethane foams is
approximately -40°C and the DSC analysis was begun at 25°C[102].
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Figure 4.12: Differential scanning calorimetry spectra of CF-47 EAR, CF-45 EAR,
CF-42 EAR, CF-40 EAR (2003), SAF65180 and Polinazell 45 foams. Scans were run
from 25°C to 250°C at a speed of 20°C/min.

4.8 - Spectroscopy Spectra of Foams
The specific structure of each foam is unknown due to the proprietary nature of
the industry. Each foam that has been investigated is polyurethane, but there are many
structures that are considered polyurethanes. Each of these foams has shown different
properties and it is difficult to relate the properties to the structure while the structure is
unknown. Infrared spectroscopy (IR) is a technique that is used to help identify
materials. Each atom and functional group in a molecule has its own unique vibration.
The material sample is exposed to radiation and when the frequency of the radiation is
equal to the frequency of the atomic vibration the atom absorbs the designated radiation.
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The IR spectra shows the absorbance of this radiation as related to the frequency[103].
Attenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) is a version of IR which has
easier sample preparation and the ability to be used with previously difficult to evaluate
materials (aqueous solutions, etc.)[104,105]. It is commonly used to investigate fibers and
fabrics[106]. Contact between the sample and crystal is optimized with flexible samples
and higher pressure on the crystal is achieved[107].
Polyurethane is formulated from a reaction of monomers containing isocyanate
and alcohol groups[108]. However, the amount of each functional group and the other
groups in the monomer vary with different formulations. The bond stretching of an
isocyanate group (-N=C=O) are seen with peaks in the 2273 – 2000 cm-1 range[109]. Of the
foam samples that were evaluated, only the Polinazell 45 showed even a small waver at
the isocyanate range which could mean a slight difference in the amount of isocyanatecontaining monomer in the formulation. This is shown in Figure 4.13, which compares
Polinazell 45 and SAF65180. If all the isocyanate groups have reacted during
polymerization, there should be no groups present in the polyurethane. The small
waver in the 2273 – 2000 cm-1 range may show a small number of isocyanate groups that
did not react during polymerization.
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Figure 4.13: Attenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy spectra of Polinazell
45 and SAF65180 with 16 sample and 16 background scans
Other differences between the spectra of Polinazell 45 and SAF65180 can be seen.
The Polinazell 45 shows an absorbance of approximately 0.05 at 1724 cm-1 while
SAF65180 shows an absorbance of approximately 0.15 at 1728 cm-1. These peaks relate to
polyurethane carbonyl bond (C=O) stretching and the difference shows possible
difference in formulation[108-111]. There is also an absorbance difference at 1082 cm-1 to
1104 cm-1. These peaks represent a C-O and adjacent C-C (resulting in C-C-O) from
alcohols[109]. These refer to the alcohol in one of the polyurethane monomers and the
relative amounts they are found in the polyurethane.
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Following the interesting TGA results seen between the different years of
production of CF-42 EAR, ATR-IR was conducted on the samples to see if differences in
spectra could be seen that might relate to the degradation profiles. Figure 4.14 shows a
comparison of the two years of production of CF-42 EAR.

Figure 4.14: Attenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy spectra of CF-42 EAR
from two different production batches (2003 and 2006) with 16 sample and 16
background scans
The two CF-42 EAR samples show similar ATR-IR spectra. Most of the peaks show
comparable absorbance at comparable wavelengths (0.22 at 1725 cm-1 for CF-42 EAR
from 2003 and 0.18 at 1728 cm-1 for CF-42 EAR from 2006). One significant difference is
seen at the polyurethane alcohol peak[109-111]. CF-42 EAR (2003) has an absorbance of 0.40
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at 1079 cm-1 while CF-42 EAR (2006) appears to have two smaller peaks at an absorbance
of 0.21 at 1110 cm-1. This could possibly explain the difference in degradation results.
All of the viscoelastic foam samples were also evaluated using ATR-IR. The
spectra are shown in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15: Attenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy spectra of CF-47
EAR, CF-45 EAR, CF-42 EAR (2003), CF-40 EAR and SAF65180 with 16 sample and
16 background scans
The peaks are very similar between the viscoelastic samples and only show minor
absorbance differences between peaks. The CF-47 EAR, CF-45 EAR, CF-42 EAR (2003),
and CF-42 EAR samples show similar spectra and are all produced by the same
company. Although SAF65180 is also a viscoelastic foam, it is produced by a different
company and minor differences can been seen between it and the EAR foams. When the
foams were compared to known spectra in the software library they all had an
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approximate 90% match to “polyether urethane” according to the Hummel Polymer
Library[112].
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION – COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
Following investigation and analysis of the fibers, woven fabrics and foams
separately properties of each individual component were found. In order to fully
understand how they will behave in a composite system further testing of multicomponent systems had to be conducted.

5.1 - Sound Velocity of a Composite System
The Dynamic Modulus Tester was able to be used to find the sound velocity of a
single fiber system, twisted fiber system, multiple fiber system and various types of
foams. It was theorized that the Dynamic Modulus Tester might have the ability to find
the sound velocity of a fiber/foam composite system. In this system the fiber was placed
direction on the transducer with the foam sample on top as shown in Figure 2.16. This
setup returned interesting results. During most trials the time vs. distance the vibration
traveled was very inconsistent. There were enough inconsistencies to make graphing
and interpreting the data difficult. One trial of the most consistent set of data from a
Dyneema® and CF-45 EAR foam composite is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Sample sound velocity data points from one trial of
Dyneema® and CF-45 EAR foam as measured by Dynamic Modulus
Tester DMT PPM-5R
The slope of the trendline shows that the sound velocity of the composite system
is 12.0 km/s. This is higher than the sound velocities of both components separately
(7.70 km/s for Dyneema® and 311 m/s for CF-45 EAR). There is no logical explanation
as to why the composite system would have a higher sound velocity than the individual
components. During the attempt to evaluate other fiber/foam composite systems the
Dynamic Modulus Tester was not able to give time values for the respective transducer
distances. This could be due to the inherent limitations of the Dynamic Modulus Tester
or the lack of good transducer contact with the fiber/foam composite system. This lack
of results and the unexplainable results shown in Figure 5.1 conclude that the Dynamic
Modulus Tester is unable to provide accurate sound velocity measurements for the
fiber/foam composite system.
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5.2 - Rebound Drop Test of Pad Samples
Similar to the Indentation/Rebound Drop Test that was conducted on plain foam
samples, a small lead ball was dropped on plain foam and composite foam/woven
Kevlar® pad samples and the rebound height of the ball was recorded. For these
samples the 72.0 g/m2 basis weight woven Kevlar® was used. The ball carries energy
while it is falling and is transferred to the pad sample upon impact. Any energy that is
not absorbed by the pad sample remains in the ball which leads to the ball rebounding
off the sample. A small rebound is desired because it relates to a higher amount of
energy being absorbed by the pad sample. Data from this Rebound Drop Test is shown
in Figure 5.2. The Polyurethane Foam Association considers a ball rebound of less than
20% representative of a high energy absorption material[113]. The ball rebound
percentages shown in Figure 5.2.

Ball Rebound Height (cm)

30

Solid Foam

1 Layer Kevlar®

2 Layers Kevlar®

25
20
15
10
5
11%10%10%

12%10%10%

35%43%40%

CF-47 EAR

CF-45 EAR

Regicell 10

25%

38%26%34%

Regicell 20

Regicell 30

39%

0

Figure 5.2: Data from Rebound Drop Test of lead ball with plain foam and composite
pad samples of CF-47 EAR, CF-45 EAR, Regicell 10, Regicell 20 and Regicell 30 with
72.0 g/m2 basis weight woven Kevlar®
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The CF-47 EAR and CF-45 EAR samples show a much lower rebound height
than the reticulated Regicell foam samples. This leads to the conclusion that the EAR
foams show better energy absorption behavior than the Regicell foams. This is related to
the high damping properties of the EAR viscoelastic foams. There was little
differentiation between the plain foam samples and samples with 1 or 2 layers of woven
Kevlar® when the error was taken into account. The only samples that showed a
significant decrease in rebound height (thereby showing an increase in energy
absorption of the sample) were the Regicell 20/2 layers Kevlar® and Regicell 30/1 layer
Kevlar®. However, the rebound height of Regicell 30 samples increased when a second
layer of Kevlar® was added to the system.

5.2.1 - Rebound Drop Test of Samples and Helmet Shell
The Rebound Drop Test data shown in Figure 5.2 is of the pad samples by
themselves. While being used in their proper application however the helmet shell will
also become a part of the padding system. Therefore the Rebound Drop Test was also
done after placing the pad samples into an ACH to observe any affects the shell would
have on the rebound height results. Figure 5.3 compares the data of the Rebound Drop
Test with the helmet shell to the data without the helmet shell.
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Figure 5.3: Data from Rebound Drop Test of lead ball of Regicell 10,
Regicell 20 and Regicell 30 with and without an ACH helmet shell
No measurements could be taken of the rebound height of CF-47 EAR and CF-45 EAR
with the helmet shell because the sides of the helmet impeded the ability to record the
short rebound height. Figure 5.3 shows that the rebound height of every sample was
reduced when the pad sample was placed inside the helmet shell. The decrease in
height ranged from 4 cm to 13 cm. These results confirm that the helmet shell aids in the
energy absorption of the helmet shell/padding system. The pad sample that showed the
highest energy absorptions were Regicell 20/2 layers of Kevlar® and Regicell 30/1 layer
of Kevlar®.
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5.3 - Helmet Drop Test
In addition to the Rebound Drop Test a Helmet Drop Test was also developed to
investigate the energy absorption of pad system samples. An ACH shell is placed
upside down with a pad sample and tennis ball set inside. The helmet is dropped and
the rebound height of the tennis ball is measured. Plain foam and foam/woven Kevlar®
samples were tested. For the samples 72.0 g/m2 basis weight woven Kevlar® was used.
There were eight helmets that were used for trials and their weights are found in Table
5.1.
Table 5.1: Weight of Advanced Combat Helmets
used for Helmet Drop Testing
Helmet
Weight (lbs)
Weight (kg)
A
2.85
1.29
B
2.84
1.29
C
2.80
1.27
D
2.85
1.29
E
2.80
1.27
F
2.85
1.29
G
2.83
1.28
H
2.85
1.29
Pad samples were dropped either three or five times to observe how many
measurements were needed to improve error in the data. Samples that had five rebound
height measurements had a slightly smaller error than those which had three. To ensure
that each test was consistent the order of sample trials and helmet that was dropped
were randomized. Table F.1 in Appendix F shows the randomized helmet drop
schedule. The letter shows which helmet was dropped and the number shows what
number drop it was. Rebound height data is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Data from Helmet Drop Test of plain foam and foam/woven
Kevlar® pad samples of CF-45 EAR, CF-42 EAR and Regicell 45
The theory upon which the Rebound Drop Test was based was also used to
evaluate the Helmet Drop Test results. Upon contact with the ground, energy is
transferred through the helmet shell and pad sample to the tennis ball. The energy that
is not absorbed by the pad sample moves to the tennis ball and causes the tennis ball to
rebound. Lower rebound heights are desired because they correspond with high energy
absorption pad samples. Observing the helmet drop data with this theory raises some
questions. Whereas in the Rebound Drop Test the EAR viscoelastic foams show a lower
rebound (high energy absorption), the Helmet Drop Tests show the opposite. The CF-45
EAR samples (plain foam, 1 layer Kevlar® and 2 layers Kevlar®) all show a higher
rebound than the CF-42 EAR and Regicell 45 samples. These results are contradictory
when the high damping properties of the viscoelastic foams are taken into account. It
was questioned what was causing the difference in the sets of results. Ideas included the
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different type of ball (lead vs. tennis ball), the size of the ball and the weight of the ball.
In order to investigate these possible reasons for the discrepancy in the rebound height
results, more Rebound Drops Tests were done.

5.4 - Rebound Drop Tests with Balls of Various Size and Weight
It was unclear while performing the preliminary Rebound Drop Tests and
Helmet Drop Tests the exact reason for the contradictory results. More Rebound Drop
Tests were done with a small ceramic ball, a tennis ball, and a tennis ball filled with
silicone to try and pinpoint whether the size or weight of the ball had a substantial effect
on the rebound height. Table 5.2 shows the characteristics of each of the balls.
Table 5.2: Weight, circumference and diameter of various balls used
for Rebound Drop Testing
Weight (g) Circumfrence (cm) Diameter (cm)
Lead Ball
30.55
5.72
1.82
Ceramic Ball
5.949
6.03
1.92
Tennis Ball
59.16
21.6
6.87
Silicone-filled
Tennis Ball
117.9
21.6
6.87
The complete set of results of the Rebound Drop Tests can be found in Figure G.1
in Appendix G. Figure 5.5 shows the rebound heights of plain foam samples with no
woven Kevlar®. The rebound heights of the all the reticulated foam samples (Regicell
10, Regicell 20, Regicell 30 and Regicell 45) either plain or with layers of woven Kevlar®
did not change when different ball types were used. There was not a discernable pattern
that could be seen among the rebound height data.
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Figure 5.5: Data from Rebound Drop Test of plain CF-47 EAR, CF-45
EAR, Regicell 10, Regicell 20 and Regicell 30 with various ball types
The results of the EAR foams were much different. The rebound heights were
much higher with the tennis ball and silicone-filled tennis ball as opposed to the lead
and ceramic balls. This is similar to the effect seen in the Helmet Drop Test. When a
viscoelastic (EAR) foam sample was paired with a ball with damping properties (tennis
ball) the rebound height is much higher than with only one damping item. Dropping
the tennis ball onto non-viscoelastic foam (Regicell) or dropping a lead or ceramic ball
on viscoelastic foam (EAR) showed no different in rebound height. High-energy
absorption samples showed high rebound heights when both the ball and sample have
viscoelastic properties. Figure 5.6 shows the rebound heights of all viscoelastic samples.
Whether testing a plain foam sample or one with woven Kevlar® layers the results show
the same pattern. Drops with tennis and silicone-filled tennis balls showed much higher
rebound heights than drops with a lead or ceramic ball.
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Figure 5.6: Data from Rebound Drop Test of CF-47 EAR and CF-45 EAR
samples (plain and layered with woven Kevlar®) with various ball types
The high rebound heights of the viscoelastic foam samples/tennis ball
combination helps to explain the results seen with the Helmet Drop Test. Whether it is
while conducting the Helmet Drop Test or the Rebound Drop Test, if a viscoelastic pad
sample is being investigated with a ball with damping properties, a high rebound height
is desired. This high rebound height shows high energy absorption properties. If at
least one non-viscoelastic or damping item is being used, low rebound height is desired
to show high energy absorption. It was difficult to see differentiation between plain
foam samples and samples with layers of Kevlar® with the Helmet Drop Test. This may
mean that the test is not sensitive enough to see differences among samples. However,
the Helmet Drop Test did see differences between foam types.
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CONCLUSION
The research was conducted to explore possible ways to improve shockwave
energy absorption of Advanced Combat Helmet padding systems. The primary idea
used to fulfill this goal was to add fibers and woven fabrics to foam padding to create a
composite structure that exhibited anisotropic properties. The anisotropy of the
padding system would facilitate the dissipation of shockwave energy in the x-y direction
before it can reach the wearer’s head. Various fibers and foams were characterized and
evaluated to assess their effectiveness in the desired application. The fibers and foams
were then used to construct composite padding systems to investigate their behavior.
Fibers with high sound velocity are desired for this application because they are
thought to have the ability to dissipate more energy in a shorter amount of time. The
sound velocities of various high-performance and commodity fibers were evaluated
using a Dynamic Modulus Tester. Commodity fibers such as nylon and polypropylene
showed low sound velocities of approximately 2.00 m/s, whereas the high-performance
fibers (Kevlar®, Dyneema® etc) were 2 to 5 times higher. The Dynamic Modulus Tester
was also used to investigate the effect of denier, twist, crimping and multiple fiber
systems on sound velocity. An equation was developed to predict the sound velocity of
a multiple fiber system. The sound velocity of woven Kevlar® fabric was also measured
and compared to Kevlar® fiber.
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Tensile testing was performed on various fibers to experimentally measure the
Young’s modulus. These values along with the fiber densities were used to predict the
theoretical sound velocities of the fibers which showed accurate comparison to the
measured values using the Dynamic Modulus Tester. The acoustic impedance of fibers
was predicted using fiber density and sound velocity values. High acoustic impedance
is desired for energy absorption applications and differentiation between fiber types was
seen.
The sound velocity of various viscoelastic foam types was also investigated
which showed the foams had different sound velocities. These measurements showed
that some foam types would be more effective for the application. The damping
properties of the foams were also used to predict their behavior in a padding system. In
order to predict the mechanical and possible sonic behavior of the foams the Poisson’s
ratio was investigated and their open- and closed-cell nature was confirmed using
optical microscopy. Thermal analysis created a thermal profile to highlight the
differences between viscoelastic and reticulated polyurethane foams that may influence
their behavior.
Two drop tests were developed to observe the behavior of fiber/foam composite
systems. Preliminary trials were done using woven Kevlar® fabric layers within various
foams. Differentiation was seen between the energy absorption of foam types with both
the Helmet Drop Test and Rebound Drop Test with different types of balls. The EAR
viscoelastic foams showed higher energy absorption than the reticulated foams. The
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addition of a helmet shell to the Rebound Drop Test showed higher energy absorption,
showing the shell does have absorption properties. The addition of woven Kevlar®
fabric layers did not change the energy absorption of the pad samples. The behaviors of
viscoelastic and reticulated foams were also compared within the tests which gave
information as to their behavior within the helmet padding system.
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FUTURE WORK
7.1 - Reproducible Shockwave Formation
The one of the most difficult aspects of this research topic is finding a method to
create a shockwave. This method must be completely reproducible in every aspect. The
conditions surrounding the creation of the shockwave must be consistent. More
importantly, the magnitude of the shockwave must be identical between tests. If it
cannot be absolutely confirmed that each created shockwave is consistent and identical
in every way, it is impossible to compare the data and results from each test.
Developing a method by which an identical shockwave can be created for every test is
the first step to furthering this current research. Possible options that can be used to
reproduce the shockwave are air guns or shock tubes[114-116]. One variation of a shock
tube is shown in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Schematic of one type of shock tube[117]
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7.2 - Shockwave Measurement Technique
Once an appropriate shockwave-producing test method has been developed, the
next thing decide upon is a measuring technique. The technique must be sensitive
enough to measure the rapid increase in pressure that occurs while coming in contact
with a shockwave. It also must be sensitive enough to measure small differences in
energy and pressure that will penetrate the sample padding systems. There will only be
slight differences in sample pads, whether it be different type of fiber, multiple layers of
fiber or different arrangement of the fibers. These differences might only cause small
changes in the energy and pressure absorption of the padding system, therefore the
measurement technique must be sensitive enough to detect the variation. A possible
instrument that could be used is an accelerometer[118].

7.3 - Planar Mount Transducer
The Dynamic Modulus Tester is an accurate and valid way to measure the sound
velocity of fibers, as shown in the results and discussion. These measurements were
done with the Fiber Scanner Transducer (the “V” shaped crystal transducer setup)
attachment for the Dynamic Modulus Tester. In order to try and conduct sound velocity
measurements of woven fabrics and fiber/foam composite structures the arrangement
and placement of the materials in the transducer was improvised. The Fiber Scanner
Transducer is not normally used for materials other than fibers. However, there is
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another attachment that would be helpful measuring these types of materials, called the
Planar Mount Transducer[63].
The Planar Mount is specifically designed films, tapes and other sheet
materials[119]. The material to be measured is placed on a flat table-top on the Dynamic
Modulus Tester and the planar transducers are set on the material from above. Figure
7.2 shows both the Fiber Scanner Transducer and the Planar Mount Transducer. This
apparatus would be a better alternative to the Fiber Scanner Transducer to measure the
sound velocity of woven fabrics and fiber/foam composite structures.

Figure 7.2: Images of both the Fiber Scanner Transducer (front instrument) and the
Planar Mount Transducer (back instrument) attachments for a Dynamic Modulus
Tester[119]

7.4 - Further Material Characterization
It is also important to understand how the materials themselves behave prior to
the addition of shockwave penetration. This can help give insight into why the material
behaves like it does when it comes in contact with different conditions. Tensile testing,
thermal analysis and infrared spectroscopy was conducted on the foam samples to help
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form a profile of the material and how it behaves in different situations and
environments. Further compression testing should be conducted on the foam samples
because compression is the state the foam will be in during use as a helmet pad. The
recovery behavior of the foams would be an additional property to observe. Dynamic
Mechanical Thermal Analysis would be a helpful way to investigate the damping
properties of the foams.
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APPENDIX A – MATERIALS
Table A.1: List of foam, helmet sample padding and woven materials used in
research
Foam Type
Supplied By
Description
SAF6060[120]

FoamPartner - Swisstex Inc

SAF60120[120]

FoamPartner - Swisstex Inc

SAF65180[120]

FoamPartner - Swisstex Inc

Polinazell 45

FoamPartner - Swisstex Inc

Polinazell 60

FoamPartner - Swisstex Inc

HME 7

FoamPartner - Swisstex Inc

AF2512

FoamPartner - Swisstex Inc

Kevlar® woven
fabric
Kevlar® woven
fabric

BGF Industries, Inc
BGF Industries, Inc
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Yellow
Polyurethane
Viscoelastic foam
Density: 0.043 – 0.150 g/cm3
Pink
Polyurethane
Viscoelastic foam
Density: 0.043 – 0.150 g/cm3
Gray
Polyurethane
Viscoelastic foam
Density: 0.043 – 0.150 g/cm3
Blue
Polyurethane
Thermally reticulated
PPI: 45
Black
Polyurethane
Thermally reticulated
PPI: 60
White
Polyurethane
Thermally reticulated
Black
Polyurethane
Thermally reticulated
Yellow
Basis weight: 72.0 g/m2
Yellow
Basis weight: 428 g/m2

Table A.2: List of EAR Specialty Composite foams used in research
Foam Type
Supplied By
Description
CF-47 EAR
(CONFOR® foam)[97]

EAR Specialty Composites,
Aearo Technologies a 3M company

CF-45 EAR
(CONFOR® foam)[97]

EAR Specialty Composites,
Aearo Technologies a 3M company

CF-42 EAR
(CONFOR® foam)[97]

EAR Specialty Composites,
Aearo Technologies a 3M company

CF-40 EAR
(CONFOR® foam)[97]

EAR Specialty Composites,
Aearo Technologies a 3M company

Green
Polyurethane
Viscoelastic foam
Density: 0.093 g/cm3 (1)
Tensile strength: 1.74*105 Pa(2)
Compression set (25%): 0.3%(3)
Compression set (50%): 0.6%(3)
Elongation: 98%(4)
Blue
Polyurethane
Viscoelastic foam
Density: 0.093 g/cm3 (1)
Tensile strength: 1.54*105 Pa(2)
Compression set (25%): 0.4%(3)
Compression set (50%): 0.6%(3)
Elongation:108%(4)
Pink
Polyurethane
Viscoelastic foam
Density: 0.093 g/cm3 (1)
Tensile strength: 1.25*105 Pa(2)
Compression set (25%): 0.9%(3)
Compression set (50%): 1.0%(3)
Elongation: 109%(4)
Yellow
Polyurethane
Viscoelastic foam
Density: 0.093 g/cm3 (1)
Tensile strength: 1.01*105 Pa(2)
Compression set (25%): 0.6%(3)
Compression set (50%): 2.4%(3)
Elongation: 135%(4)

Density as measured by ASTM D3574
Tensile strength as measured by ASTM D3574 – 20 in/min at 72°F
(3) Compression set as measured by ASTM D3574 – 22 hr at 158°F
(4) Elongation as measured by ASTM D3574 – 20 in/min at 72°F
(1)
(2)
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Table A.3: List of Regicell foam samples used in research
Foam Type
Supplied By
Description
Regicell 10[121]

FoamPartner - Swisstex Inc

Regicell 20[121]

FoamPartner - Swisstex Inc

Regicell 30[121]

FoamPartner - Swisstex Inc

Regicell 45[121]

FoamPartner - Swisstex Inc

Regicell 60[121]

FoamPartner - Swisstex Inc

Black, ester-based polyurethane foam
Thermally reticulated
PPI: 8 – 13(5)
Density: 0.027 – 0.033 g/cm3 (6)
Tensile strength: 10.0*104 Pa(7)
Elongation: 100%(7)
CLD@40%: 2.48*103 – 4.48*103 Pa(8)
Black, ester-based polyurethane foam
Thermally reticulated
PPI: 16 – 23(5)
Density: 0.026 – 0.033 g/cm3 (6)
Tensile strength: 10.0*104 Pa(7)
Elongation: 150%(7)
CLD@40%: 2.48*103 – 4.00*103 Pa(8)
Black, ester-based polyurethane foam
Thermally reticulated
PPI: 27 – 34(5)
Density: 0.026 – 0.033 g/cm3 (6)
Tensile strength: 1.50*105 Pa(7)
Elongation: 200%(7)
CLD@40%: 2.48*103 – 4.00*103 Pa(8)
Charcoal, ester-based polyurethane foam
Thermally reticulated
PPI: 41 – 49(5)
Density: 0.029 – 0.035 g/cm3 (6)
Tensile strength: 1.50*105 Pa(7)
Elongation: 200%(7)
CLD@40%: 2.96*103 – 4.48*103 Pa(8)
Black, ester-based polyurethane foam
Thermally reticulated
PPI: 57 – 70(5)
Density: 0.027 – 0.033 g/cm3 (6)
Tensile strength: 2.20*105 Pa(7)
Elongation: 220%(7)
CLD@40%: 2.00*103 – 4.00*103 Pa(8)

PPI as measured by RPA - 1002
Density as calculated by DIN EN ISO 845
(7) Tensile strength and Elongation as measured by DIN EN ISO 1798
(8) CLD@40% as measured by DIN EN ISO 3386-1
(5)
(6)
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Table A.4: List of fibers used in research
Material/Fiber
Supplied By
Carbon

Unknown Supplier

Dyneema®[122]

DSM

Innegra™ S[123.124]

Innegrity, LLC

Kevlar®[125]

Dupont™

Kevlar®[125]

Dupont™

Nylon 6.6

Unifi

Nylon 6 CCP

Hills Inc

Bi-Component Polyethylene
Terephthalate (PET)

Spun at Clemson
University

Polypropylene (PP)

American Fibers and
Yarn

Polypropylene (PP)

Spun at Clemson
University
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Description
Black
Multifilament
Clear/white
Ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene (UHMWPE)
Spun by gel spinning
220 denier
Multifilament
Clear/white
940 denier
12.5 denier per filament
High modulus polypropylene
Multifilament
Dark yellow
200 denier
Aromatic polyamide (paraaramid)
Multifilament
Yellow
1500 denier
Aromatic polyamide (paraaramid)
Multifilament
White
140 denier
Multifilament
Clear/white
735 denier
6 denier per filament
Multifilament
Shaped - capillary channel
polymer
Clear/white
223 denier
Multifilament
Island in the Sea configuration
PET Island/PET Sea
Clear/white
200 denier
Multifilament
Clear/white
15 denier per filament

Polypropylene (PP) CCP

Spun at Clemson
University

Poly – X

Spun at Clemson
University

Vectran™[126]

Kuraray America, Inc

Zylon®[82]

Toyobo Co, LTD
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405 denier
Multifilament
Clear/white
30 denier per filament
Multifilament
Clear/white
78 denier
Developed at Clemson
University
Random tetra-co-polymer
aramid
Light yellow/clear
400 denier
5 denier per filament
Multifilament yarn
Spun from liquid crystal
polymer (LCP)
Gold/yellow
500 denier
Comprised of poly(pphenylene-2,6benzobisoxazole) – PBO
Multifilament

APPENDIX B – SOUND VELOCITY DATA
Table B.1: Sound velocity measurements of high-performance fibers using Dynamic
Modulus Tester DMT PPM-5R
Fiber Type
Trial
Sound Velocity (km/s)
Carbon
1
9.45
2
8.72
3
10.2
4
10.7
5
9.31
Average ± Standard Dev.
9.67 ± 0.859
Dyneema
1
7.93
2
7.73
3
8.33
4
6.14
5
8.33
Average ± Standard Dev.
7.69 ± 0.908
Innegra
1
4.79
2
4.98
3
4.78
4
4.65
5
4.69
Average ± Standard Dev.
4.78 ± 0.126
Kevlar® (200 denier)
1
7.78
2
7.92
3
7.49
4
7.93
5
6.98
Average ± Standard Dev.
7.62 ± 0.399
Kevlar® (1500 denier)
1
8.32
2
8.96
3
8.07
4
7.46
5
7.81
Average ± Standard Dev.
8.12 ± 0.557
Poly - X
1
7.98
2
7.53
3
7.46
4
7.97
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Vectran

Zylon

5
Average ± Standard Dev.
1
2
3
4
5
Average ± Standard Dev.
1
2
3
4
5
Average ± Standard Dev.
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7.80
7.75 ± 0.243
7.84
7.92
7.67
7.31
7.68
7.68 ± 0.235
8.29
7.91
8.81
8.14
8.60
8.35 ± 0.361

Table B.2: Sound velocity measurements of commodity fibers using Dynamic Modulus
Tester DMT PPM-5R.
Fiber Type
Trial
Sound Velocity (km/s)
Nylon 6 CCP
1
1.42
2
1.54
3
1.48
4
1.54
5
1.59
Average ± Standard Dev.
1.51 ± 0.0635
Nylon 6.6
1
1.57
2
1.67
3
1.71
4
1.95
5
1.42
Average ± Standard Dev.
1.66 ± 0.193
Bi-Component PET
1
2.01
2
2.03
3
1.49
4
1.58
5
1.74
Average ± Standard Dev.
1.77 ± 0.248
Polypropylene (200 denier)
1
1.94
2
2.07
3
1.95
4
2.10
5
1.91
Average ± Standard Dev.
2.00 ± 0.0860
Polypropylene (15 dpf)
1
1.80
2
1.81
3
1.92
4
1.82
5
1.88
Average ± Standard Dev.
1.85 ± 0.0508
Polypropylene CCP
1
1.94
2
1.98
3
1.97
4
1.97
5
1.95
Average ± Standard Dev.
1.96 ± 0.0166
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APPENDIX C – FIBER TENSILE TESTING DATA
Table C.1: Tensile testing data of Dyneema® according to ASTM D2256 - 02 as measured
on an Instron 1125
Trial
Elongation (%)
Breaking Strength (GPa)
Modulus (GPa)
1
7.31
4.81
61.8
2
6.15
4.48
76.0
3
7.69
4.84
58.1
4
6.15
4.42
76.0
5
6.92
4.50
70.6
6
6.15
4.46
70.6
7
6.92
4.44
43.0
8
6.92
4.47
44.9
9
7.31
4.60
70.6
10
6.15
4.38
61.8
Average
6.77
4.53
63.3
Standard
Deviation
0.579
0.170
12.6
Table C.2: Tensile testing data of knotted Dyneema® according to ASTM D2256 - 02 as
measured on an Instron 1125
Trial
Elongation (%)
Breaking Strength (MPa)
Modulus (GPa)
1
2.66
2.82
70.6
2
2.66
3.09
73.2
3
3.06
3.30
76.0
4
3.06
2.99
74.1
5
3.06
3.12
64.0
6
3.06
2.97
76.0
7
2.66
3.05
70.6
8
2.66
3.05
68.2
9
2.66
2.89
63.8
10
2.66
2.99
76.0
Average
2.82
3.03
71.3
Standard
Deviation
0.205
0.132
4.72
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Table C.3: Tensile testing data of Innegra™ S according to ASTM D2256 - 02 as
measured on an Instron 1125
Trial
Elongation (%)
Breaking Strength (MPa)
Modulus (GPa)
1
6.92
245
13.4
2
13.46
513
13.4
3
13.46
476
10
4
11.15
442
7.5
5
12.31
474
8.01
6
11.15
355
6.7
7
11.92
468
10.0
8
7.31
297
10.0
9
5.00
205
20.0
10
3.45
151
20.0
Average
9.61
362
11.9
Standard
Deviation
3.63
130
4.80
Table C.4: Tensile testing data of knotted Innegra™ S according to ASTM D2256 - 02 as
measured on an Instron 1125
Trial
Elongation (%)
Breaking Strength (MPa)
Modulus (GPa)
1
6.92
275
10.0
2
6.92
273
13.4
3
7.69
273
10.0
4
7.31
323
8.01
5
5.38
230
13.4
6
7.31
334
13.4
7
6.92
330
13.4
8
5.38
233
13.4
9
5.77
237
10.0
10
7.31
299
10.0
Average
6.69
281
11.5
Standard
Deviation
0.854
39.8
2.06
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Table C.5: Tensile testing data of 200 denier Kevlar® according to ASTM D2256 - 02 as
measured on an Instron 1125
Trial
Elongation (%)
Breaking Strength (GPa)
Modulus (GPa)
1
6.15
2.49
64.6
2
6.54
2.78
64.6
3
7.31
3.00
80.7
4
6.92
2.83
80.7
5
6.92
2.85
53.8
6
7.31
3.12
80.7
7
8.97
2.85
64.6
8
6.92
2.97
64.6
9
6.92
2.92
80.7
10
6.54
2.62
64.6
Average
7.05
2.84
69.9
Standard
Deviation
0.761
0.183
9.82
Table C.6: Tensile testing data of 200 denier knotted Kevlar® according to ASTM D2256
- 02 as measured on an Instron 1125
Trial
Elongation (%)
Breaking Strength (GPa)
Modulus (GPa)
1
2.66
0.769
96.8
2
2.66
0.826
96.8
3
3.06
0.807
80.7
4
2.66
0.693
80.7
5
2.66
0.642
88.0
6
3.06
0.578
96.8
7
3.45
0.807
57.0
8
3.45
0.864
80.7
9
3.06
0.915
80.7
10
2.66
0.775
80.7
Average
2.94
0.768
83.9
Standard
Deviation
0.325
0.103
12.0
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Table C.7: Tensile testing data of 200 denier polypropylene according to ASTM D2256 02 as measured on an Instron 1125
Trial
Elongation (%)
Breaking Strength (MPa)
Modulus (GPa)
1
153.08
266
2.02
2
185.00
282
1.68
3
182.31
274
2.02
4
143.46
266
1.68
5
166.15
274
2.02
6
182.31
282
2.52
7
187.31
290
2.52
8
168.08
286
2.02
9
176.54
286
2.02
10
175.38
286
2.02
Average
171.96
279
2.05
Standard
Deviation
14.414
8.59
0.284
Table C.8: Tensile testing data of 200 denier knotted polypropylene according to ASTM
D2256 - 02 as measured on an Instron 1125
Trial
Elongation (%)
Breaking Strength (MPa)
Modulus (GPa)
1
61.92
262
1.68
2
60.77
262
1.26
3
58.08
266
1.26
4
58.08
270
1.68
5
40.00
250
1.83
6
46.54
258
1.83
7
51.15
266
1.68
8
65.00
270
2.24
9
51.54
262
1.83
10
51.54
262
1.44
Average
54.46
263
1.68
Standard
Deviation
7.693
5.86
0.297
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Table C.9: Tensile testing data of Vectran™ according to ASTM D2256 - 02 as measured
on an Instron 1125
Trial
Elongation (%)
Breaking Strength (GPa)
Modulus (GPa)
1
5.77
4.39
78.5
2
5.38
4.19
78.5
3
5.00
3.97
71.3
4
5.77
4.32
71.3
5
5.38
4.36
71.3
6
6.15
3.93
78.5
7
5.38
4.37
71.3
8
6.15
4.32
78.5
9
5.38
4.07
78.5
10
5.77
4.39
78.5
Average
5.62
4.23
75.6
Standard
Deviation
0.372
0.181
3.68
Table C.10: Tensile testing data of knotted Vectran™ according to ASTM D2256 - 02 as
measured on an Instron 1125
Trial
Elongation (%)
Breaking Strength (GPa)
Modulus (GPa)
1
3.84
2.74
74.5
2
2.66
2.69
71.3
3
2.66
2.68
74.7
4
3.45
2.66
71.3
5
2.66
2.68
71.3
6
3.45
2.69
71.3
7
2.66
2.46
71.3
8
2.66
2.55
71.3
9
3.84
2.75
74.7
10
3.06
2.74
71.3
Average
3.10
2.66
72.3
Standard
Deviation
0.506
0.921
1.64
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Table C.11: Tensile testing data of Zylon® according to ASTM D2256 - 02 as measured
on an Instron 1125
Trial
Elongation (%)
Breaking Strength (GPa)
Modulus (GPa)
1
5.38
4.82
145
2
5.38
5.07
138
3
5.77
5.03
138
4
5.38
4.89
138
5
5.77
4.8
138
6
5.77
5.2
121
7
5.38
5.11
138
8
5.77
5.08
144
9
6.15
5.35
144
10
5.38
4.8
138
Average
5.62
5.01
138
Standard
Deviation
0.269
0.186
6.52
Table C.12: Tensile testing data of knotted Zylon® according to ASTM D2256 - 02 as
measured on an Instron 1125
Trial
Elongation (%)
Breaking Strength (GPa)
Modulus (GPa)
1
2.26
2.76
126
2
2.26
2.89
133
3
2.26
2.97
153
4
2.66
2.93
138
5
2.66
2.98
126
6
2.26
2.77
126
7
2.66
3.11
173
8
2.66
2.99
138
9
2.66
3.09
138
10
2.26
2.93
138
Average
2.46
2.94
139
Standard
Deviation
0.212
0.115
14.6
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APPENDIX D – FOAM TENSILE TESTING DATA
Table D.1: Tensile testing data of Polinazell 60 with an extension rate of 30 mm/min as
measured on an Instron 1125. Measurements of Point 1 on sample.

Stop #

Length
Axis 1
(cm)

Width
Axis 2
(cm)

Thick.
Axis 3 (cm)

δ1

δ2

ε1

ε2

v2

Orig.

4.50

5.20

0.90

1

4.65

5.05

0.90

0.150

-0.150

0.0333

-0.0288

0.865

2

4.90

5.00

0.85

0.400

-0.200

0.0889

-0.0385

0.433

3

5.15

4.90

0.80

0.650

-0.300

0.144

-0.058

0.399

4

5.45

4.75

0.80

0.950

-0.450

0.211

-0.087

0.410

5

5.65

4.65

0.75

1.15

-0.550

0.256

-0.106

0.414

6

6.00

4.45

0.70

1.50

-0.750

0.333

-0.144

0.433

7

6.20

4.45

0.65

1.70

-0.750

0.378

-0.144

0.382

8

6.45

4.35

0.60

1.95

-0.850

0.433

-0.163

0.377

9

6.70

4.30

0.60

2.20

-0.900

0.489

-0.173

0.354

10

6.95

4.20

0.60

2.45

-1.00

0.544

-0.192

0.353

11

7.25

4.15

0.55

2.75

-1.05

0.611

-0.202

0.330

12

7.50

4.15

0.55

3.00

-1.05

0.667

-0.202

0.303

Avg.

0.421

St dev.

0.146
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Table D.2: Tensile testing data of Polinazell 60 with an extension rate of 30 mm/min as
measured on an Instron 1125. Measurements of Point 2 on sample.

Stop #

Length
Axis 1
(cm)

Width
Axis 2
(cm)

Thick.
Axis 3
(cm)

δ1

δ2

ε1

ε2

v2

Orig.

4.50

5.20

0.90

1

4.65

5.05

0.90

0.150

-0.150

0.0333 -0.0288

0.865

2

4.90

5.00

0.85

0.400

-0.200

0.0889 -0.0385

0.433

3

5.15

4.90

0.85

0.650

-0.300

0.144 -0.0577

0.399

4

5.45

4.80

0.80

0.950

-0.400

0.211 -0.0769

0.364

5

5.65

4.65

0.75

1.15

-0.550

0.256

-0.106

0.414

6

6.00

4.50

0.70

1.50

-0.700

0.333

-0.135

0.404

7

6.20

4.45

0.70

1.70

-0.750

0.378

-0.144

0.382

8

6.45

4.40

0.60

1.95

-0.800

0.433

-0.154

0.355

9

6.70

4.40

0.60

2.20

-0.800

0.489

-0.154

0.315

10

6.95

4.30

0.60

2.45

-0.900

0.544

-0.173

0.318

11

7.25

4.20

0.55

2.75

-1.00

0.611

-0.192

0.315

12

7.50

4.15

0.55

3.00

-1.05

0.667

-0.202

0.303

Avg.

0.406

St dev.

0.151
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Table D.3: Tensile testing data of Polinazell 45 with an extension rate of 30 mm/min as
measured on an Instron 1125. Measurements of Point 1 on sample.

Stop #

Length
Axis 1
(cm)

Width
Axis 2
(cm)

Thick.
Axis 3
(cm)

Orig.

4.50

5.50

0.90

1

4.65

5.40

0.90

0.150

-0.100 0.0333

-0.0182

0.545

2

4.95

5.20

0.85

0.450

-0.300

0.100

-0.0545

0.545

3

5.10

5.15

0.80

0.600

-0.350

0.133

-0.0636

0.477

4

5.40

5.05

0.75

0.900

-0.450

0.200

-0.0818

0.409

5

5.70

4.90

0.75

1.20

-0.600

0.267

-0.1091

0.409

6

5.85

4.80

0.70

1.35

-0.700

0.300

-0.1273

0.424

7

6.20

4.70

0.65

1.70

-0.800

0.378

-0.1455

0.385

8

6.50

4.55

0.65

2.00

-0.950

0.444

-0.1727

0.389

9

6.70

4.50

0.60

2.20

-1.00

0.489

-0.1818

0.372

δ1
(cm)

δ2 (cm)

ε1

ε2

v

Avg

0.440

St dev.

0.067

Table D.4: Tensile testing data of Polinazell 45 with an extension rate of 30 mm/min as
measured on an Instron 1125. Measurements of Point 2 on sample.

Stop #

Length
Axis 1
(cm)

Width
Axis 2
(cm)

Thick.
Axis 3
(cm)

Orig.

4.50

5.50

0.90

1

4.65

5.40

0.90

0.150

-0.100

0.0333

-0.0182

0.545

2

4.95

5.25

0.85

0.450

-0.250

0.100

-0.0455

0.455

3

5.10

5.15

0.80

0.600

-0.350

0.133

-0.0636

0.477

4

5.40

5.05

0.75

0.900

-0.450

0.200

-0.0818

0.409

5

5.70

4.90

0.70

1.20

-0.600

0.267

-0.109

0.409

6

5.85

4.80

0.70

1.35

-0.700

0.300

-0.127

0.424

7

6.20

4.70

0.65

1.70

-0.800

0.378

-0.145

0.385

8

6.50

4.60

0.65

2.00

-0.900

0.444

-0.164

0.368

9

6.70

4.50

0.60

2.20

-1.00

0.489

-0.182

0.372

δ1 (cm)

δ2
(cm)

ε1

ε2

ν

Avg.

0.427

St dev.

0.0573
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Table D.5: Tensile testing data of Polinazell 45 with an extension rate of 40 mm/min as
measured on an Instron 1125. Measurements of Point 1 on sample.

Stop #

Length
Axis 1
(cm)

Width
Axis 2
(cm)

Thick.
Axis 3
(cm)

Orig.

4.50

5.40

0.90

1

4.70

5.40

2

5.00

3

δ1 (cm)

δ2 (cm)

ε1

ε2

ν

0.90

0.200

0.000

5.35

0.90

0.500

-0.050

0.000
0.111 0.00926

5.40

5.05

0.80

0.900

-0.350

0.200

-0.0648

0.324

4

5.80

4.85

0.75

1.30

-0.550

0.289

-0.102

0.353

5

5.90

4.80

0.75

1.40

-0.600

0.311

-0.111

0.357

6

6.20

4.70

0.70

1.70

-0.700

0.378

-0.130

0.343

7

6.50

4.60

0.70

2.00

-0.800

0.444

-0.148

0.333

8

6.70

4.50

0.65

2.20

-0.900

0.489

-0.167

0.341

0.0444

0.000
0.0833

Avg.

0.305

St dev.

0.0983

Table D.6: Tensile testing data of Polinazell 45 with an extension rate of 40 mm/min as
measured on an Instron 1125. Measurements of Point 2 on sample.
Stop
#

Length
Axis 1
(cm)

Width
Axis 2
(cm)

Thick.
Axis 3
(cm)

Orig.

4.50

5.40

0.90

1

4.70

5.40

0.90

0.200

0.0000

2

5.00

5.35

0.90

0.500

3

5.40

5.05

0.80

4

5.80

4.85

5

5.90

6

δ1
(cm)

δ2 (cm)

ε1

ε2

Ν

0.0444

0.000

0.000

-0.0500

0.111

-0.00926

0.0833

0.900

-0.350

0.200

-0.0648

0.324

0.75

1.30

-0.550

0.289

-0.102

0.353

4.80

0.75

1.40

-0.600

0.311

-0.111

0.357

6.20

4.70

0.70

1.70

-0.700

0.378

-0.130

0.343

7

6.50

4.60

0.70

2.00

-0.800

0.444

-0.148

0.333

8

6.70

4.50

0.65

2.20

-0.900

0.489

-0.167

0.341

Avg.

0.305

St
dev.

0.0983
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Table D.7: Tensile testing data of Polinazell 45 with an extension rate of 50 mm/min as
measured on an Instron 1125. Measurements of Point 1 on sample.

Stop #

Length
Axis 1
(cm)

Width
Axis 2
(cm)

Thick.
Axis 3
(cm)

δ1
(cm)

δ2 (cm)

ε1

ε2

ν

Orig.

4.50

5.40

0.90

1

4.70

5.30

0.90

0.200

-0.100

0.0444 -0.0185

0.417

2

5.00

5.20

0.85

0.500

-0.200

0.111 -0.0370

0.333

3

5.20

5.10

0.85

0.700

-0.300

0.156 -0.0556

0.357

4

5.50

5.00

0.80

1.00

-0.400

0.222 -0.0741

0.333

5

5.70

4.80

0.75

1.20

-0.600

0.267

-0.111

0.417

6

6.00

4.70

0.70

1.50

-0.700

0.333

-0.130

0.389

Avg.
St
dev.

0.374
0.0386

Table D.8: Tensile testing data of Polinazell 45 with an extension rate of 50 mm/min as
measured on an Instron 1125. Measurements of Point 2 on sample.
Stop #

Length
Axis 1
(cm)

Width
Axis 2
(cm)

Thick.
Axis 3
(cm)

δ1 (cm)

δ2
(cm)

ε1

ε2

ν

Orig.

4.50

5.40

0.90

1

4.70

5.30

0.90

0.200

-0.100

0.0444

-0.0185

0.417

2

5.00

5.20

0.85

0.500

-0.200

0.111

-0.0370

0.333

3

5.20

5.20

0.85

0.700

-0.200

0.156

-0.0370

0.238

4

5.50

5.00

0.80

1.00

-0.400

0.222

-0.0741

0.333

5

5.70

4.90

0.75

1.20

-0.500

0.267

-0.0926

0.347

6

6.00

4.80

0.70

1.50

-0.600

0.333

-0.111

0.333

Avg.
St
dev.

0.334
0.0569
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APPENDIX E – FOAM OPTICAL IMAGES

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure E.1: Images taken by optical microscopy at 25x magnification of
viscoelastic foams a) CF-40 EAR, b) CF-42 EAR, c) CF-45 EAR, d) CF-47
EAR and e) SAF65180. Scale bars represent 200 μm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure E.2: Images taken by optical microscopy at 25x magnification of
reticulated foams a) Polinazell 45 and b) Polinazell 60. Scale bars represent
200 μm.
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APPENDIX F – HELMET DROP SCHEDULE
Table F.1: Helmet Drop Test randomized schedule
Sample Pad
Drop 1
Drop 2
CF-45 EAR
A1
D2
2
CF-45 EAR/1 layer 72.0 g/m
E1
A2
basis weight Kevlar®
CF-45 EAR/2 layers 72.0 g/m2
F1
F2
basis weight Kevlar®
CF-42 EAR
B1
E2
2
CF-42 EAR/1 layer 72.0 g/m
G1
H1
basis weight Kevlar®
Regicell 45
D1
C2
Regicell 45/1 layer 72.0 g/m2
C1
B2
basis weight Kevlar®
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Drop 3
D3
E3

Drop 4
F3
G3

Drop 5
B4
C4

B3

H3

A4

H2
G2
A3
C3

APPENDIX G – REBOUND DROP TEST DATA
Silicone-filled Tennis Ball

Tennis Ball

Ceramic Ball

Lead Ball

Regicell 45/1 Layer Kevlar®
Regicell 30/2 Layers Kevlar®
Regicell 30/1 Layer Kevlar®
Regicell 30
Regicell 20/2 Layers Kevlar®
Regicell 20
Regicell 10/2 Layers Kevlar®
Regicell 10/1 Layer Kevlar®
Regicell 10
CF-45 EAR/2 Layers Kevlar®
CF-45 EAR/1 Layer Kevlar®
CF-45 EAR
CF-47 EAR/2 Layers Kevlar®
CF-47 EAR/1 Layer Kevlar®
CF-47 EAR
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Rebound Height (cm)

Figure G.1: Rebound height data from CF-47 EAR, CF-45 EAR, Regicell 10, Regicell
20, Regicell 30 and Regicell 45 plain and layered Kevlar® woven fabric samples.
Rebound height data taken with lead ball, ceramic ball, tennis ball and silicone-filled
tennis ball.
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